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Abstract

In efforts to facilitate the education of highly qualified and best-prepared medical professionals, many medical schools are either planning for or engaging in curriculum revisions including a complete overhaul of the curricular structure, academic and medical content, and pedagogical delivery modalities. To be effective, such changes require faculty buy-in, participation, engagement, and innovation. Unfortunately, despite medical schools’ efforts to support faculty involvement in curricular revision, a range of reactions exist, including resistance. Thus, understanding the interactions between individual faculty attitudes and behaviors toward organizational initiatives and structural support is critical in advancing the educational mission of medical schools. Based on Rogers’ variables determining the rate of adoption of innovation, this study addressed the question: What factors foster medical education faculty to adopt and advance curricular changes? Specifically, this study explored both the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that contribute to medical faculty engagement in curricular transformation. The study found that intrinsic motivation factor, specifically congruence of the innovation with their pre-existing belief played a key role in the faculty participants’ motivation to participate in the new curriculum and adopt learner-centered active learning methods. In addition, simplicity of the active learning methods was found to be a motivational factor in contrary to the one that was perceived as too complex, time-consuming and difficult to implement despite the administration’s effort to provide faculty development. The study also found that norms and attitude toward teaching mission within their respective
departments contributed to the faculty participants’ motivation to participate in the curriculum revision.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

According to the World Health Organization, the U.S. health-care system ranked 37th in the world (World Health Statistics, 2015) despite having the second highest health expenditure as percentage of gross domestic product (World Health Statistics, 2019). Among eleven industrial nations, the U.S. received the worst overall ranking (Common Wealth, 2014). Moreover, estimated deaths in hospitals that are linked to preventable harms are reported to be 210,000 (James, 2013) to upward of 400,000 (Wiklund, Dwyer, & Davis, 2015).

Inarguably, there is a problem with the U.S. health-care system. The problem is multi-layered and complex; to name a few, components that perpetuate the subpar health-care system include resource allocation, the economics of health care, the historical formation of the U.S. health-care system, health policy, and inadequate medical education. In the interest of long-standing goals for improving the health-care system, national organizations such as the American Medical Association (AMA) and Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) are calling for transformation in medical education.

U.S. Medical Education

Attaining a medical school degree is the first phase in becoming a medical professional in the United States, followed by graduate medical education (i.e. residency program) and continuing medical education (i.e. physician’s education). According to Kassebaum (1992), “medical education is just one part of the great medical structure in the United States which begins with students coming up and men going out into practice”
Per the accreditation body, Liaison Committee on Medical Education, medical schools must include at least 130 weeks of instruction. The majority of medical schools in the United States award the MD degree. Upon graduation, students enter residency programs. The length of residency programs varies from three to six years depending on medical specialties. Upon completion of residency programs, and throughout their career, physicians are required to participate in continuing education in order to maintain their medical licenses.

The current model of medical school education is based on the 1910 Flexner Report, which embraced scientific knowledge (Duffy, 2011). For over 100 years, medical schools maintained the Flexner’s educational framework and structure (Beck, 2004). However, as the landscape of U.S. health care changes and awareness rises regarding deficiencies in the current health-care system and health delivery such as high costs, poor safety records, and poor health outcomes (Osborne & Fields, 2014; Woolf & Aron, 2013), medical schools and residency programs are taking steps to modify their educational frameworks. To that end, national organizations including various associations and accreditation agencies have been spearheading efforts to change the way medical students are educated. Changes include the implementation of competency-based education, which requires a paradigm shift from structured, time-based, process-based education to outcome driven education (Carraccio, Wolfsthal, Ferrentz, Englander, & Martin, 2002) and active learning, that is, “any learning activity engaged in by students in a classroom other than listening passively to an instructor’s lecture” (Faust & Paulson,
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1998, p. 4), and adding emerging science content areas such as health systems science or patient safety (Kalra, 2011).

**Medical Education Curriculum Transformation**

Such bold pedagogical goals for improving medical education require major curricular transformation. Many medical schools are either planning for or engaging in curriculum revisions; some are experiencing a complete overhaul of the curriculum structure—pedagogy as well as content. While these revisions are intended to improve the quality of medical education and better prepare students to provide high-quality health care, the actual processes of curricular transformation and implementation of new curricula can cause dissonance among faculty who have enjoyed autonomy (Brownell & Tanner, 2012). Moreover, curriculum transformations require faculty buy-in, active participation, engagement, and innovation. Despite administrations’ efforts to minimize resistance, a spectrum of faculty reactional behaviors occur ranging from early, motivated adaptation of new curriculum to negative ones such as *disengagement, disidentification*, and *disenchantment* (Appelbaum, Leblanc, & Shapiro, 1998). Faculty who are disengaged may initially seem harmless to the desired outcome, but as their lack of interest and initiatives become apparent, they can adversely affect the change process and its implementation. Disidentification is another reaction to change, which may occur, for instance, when a seasoned faculty member who has served as a course director in a former curriculum for many years feels threatened by a new curriculum; losing security, sense of ownership, and self-worth may put faculty into a vulnerable state. Disenchantment is often the most visible to administrators. Faculty may try to sabotage
new curriculum by badmouthing, spreading rumors, or creating coalitions to resist changes. Visible or not, these negative behavioral reactions pose challenges to the administrations. (Banta & Palomba, 2014; Repetto & Trentin, 2011; Swilky, 1992).

In contrast, there are motivated faculty members who embrace the change, take initiatives to seek and implement curricular innovation, actively engage in fact-finding about pedagogical strategies, seek help to lessen ambiguity and uncertainty in their academic content and teaching approaches, and find ways to be integral contributors and members of those revising the medical education curriculum. Rogers (2003) asserts that faculty engagement in curricular revision efforts can be categorized on a continuum including those who are considered early adopters. According to Rogers, faculty who are early adopters decrease “uncertainty about a new idea by adopting it, and then conveying a subjective evaluation of the innovation to near peers through interpersonal networks” (p. 283). Although Rogers distinguishes early adopters from innovators (i.e. risk-takers who play roles in importing and launching new ideas from outside of the system’s boundaries), for the purpose of this study, the two categories will be collapsed and classified as early adopters. In sum, these are the engaged, fully committed, and concerned faculty who are willing to create content, courses, and programs that facilitate students’ academic success. Indeed, the research literature is clear that faculty commitment to and engagement in curricular enhancement is directly related to the educational and professional success of a program’s students and graduates.
Faculty Roles in Curriculum Transformation

Hendrickson and Lane (2013) state that faculty play a key role in “fulfilling the institution’s mission of the advancement of knowledge and education of citizens” (p. 311). Studies suggest that faculty have a direct influence on students’ success. For example, according to Tinto (1993), among undergraduate college students, the level of student engagement is highly associated with purposeful student-faculty contact. Student-faculty interaction was also positively associated with academic outcomes and degree attainment.

Similarly, the ability of faculty to deliver high-quality instruction affects learners’ motivation. Sogunro (2015) conducted a study on motivating factors for adult learners and concluded that there are eight motivating factors: quality curriculum, quality instruction, relevance and pragmatism, interactive classroom and effective management, progressive assessment and timely feedback, conducive learning environment, self-directedness, and academic advising. Among these eight factors, quality of instruction, quality of curriculum, and relevance and pragmatism ranked highest in terms of influence on learner motivation—three factors over which faculty have direct control. According to Sogunro’s study, the quality of curriculum affects learners’ satisfaction level, thus influencing their learning.

Furthermore, Williams and Williams (2011) argue that there are five key ingredients which impact student motivation: student, teacher, content, method/process, and environment. Kuh (2008) stated that the classroom experience may have significant effects on multiple aspects of student growth and satisfaction. Faculty play an integral
role in learners’ motivation and learning by creating and providing well-designed curriculum and by contributing to the shaping of other influencing factors.

However, today’s faculties face many challenges in addition to effective curriculum. Faculty roles have expanded to include teaching, mentoring, advising, engaging in scholarly works, developing programs, and participating in academic governance. Medical education faculty may also have patient clinical loads to balance.

In the last 30 years, expectations of faculty scholarly productivity have increased as well (e.g. research demands, publishing requirements, various scholarly works, and grant/resource acquisition expectations) (Berry, 2005; Papp and Aron, 2000). Faculty, more than ever, are under pressure to produce. In the era of decreased National Institutes of Health (NIH) funding, researchers, including medical education faculty are under tremendous stress to sustain their labs (Garrison & Deschamps, 2014). According to the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (2014), “in 12 of the past 13 years, NIH funding has either been cut or has failed to outpace rising costs. As a result, in constant dollars, the NIH budget remains more than 22 percent below the Fiscal Year 2003 level” (p. 1).

Curriculum transformation adds to the challenges and expectations to faculties that already face significant pressure to perform with shrinking resources and high demands for productivity. However, curriculum transformation efforts depend upon faculty involvement, and some have indeed risen to the challenges as early adaptors of new curriculum, taking on roles as planners, developers, and implementers and
employing new pedagogical approaches to their instruction to promote learner-centered curricula (Green, 2007; Keating, 2014).

**Pedagogical Change in Medical Education**

One of the major components of curriculum transformation that directly affect faculty (and learners as well) is pedagogical change. As a part of the national movement to improve medical education, many medical schools are changing their pedagogical approach: specifically, they are moving away from the transmission of knowledge to a more holistic, active, learner-centered approach. Oakley, Felder, Brent and Elhajj (2004) point out the numerous benefits of incorporating small-group learning, such as retention, achievement of higher grades, and improvement of communication skills. Although the design of active learning methods has been documented by many medical schools, reliance on the lecture format persists (Ludmerer, 2004; Prober & Heath, 2012). The pervasiveness of such traditional learning approaches highlights the need for educational organizations to offer faculty alternative pedagogical approaches.

**Faculty Development**

With pedagogical changes, developing faculty competency and capability to deliver new curricular content is essential. Wilkerson and Irby (1998) define faculty development “as a tool for improving the educational vitality of our institution” (p. 390). Changing the structure, content, instructional delivery and assessment methods directly affect faculty. As aforementioned, the quality of instruction and teachers are essential components that affect learner motivation. Curriculum reform without sufficient, efficient, effective, and appropriate faculty development is therefore at a major
disadvantage in terms of successful implementation. As such, organizational structures and supports are critical to engendering faculty knowledge and motivations for engaging in curricular revision efforts.

**Organizational Structure**

Organizational structures allow communication to flow. Rogers (2003) defined communication “as the process by which participants create and share information with one another in order to reach a mutual understanding” (p. 18). Shared vision is one of the key components of successful planning and implementation of curriculum transformation. The organizational model can hinder or promote communication flow.

**Factors that Facilitate Faculty Engagement in Curricular Revision**

Medical education, like other educational institutions, must be responsive to contemporary challenges in order to best prepare its students and graduates. Other issues such as increased competition for qualified candidates, shifts in educational philosophies about the creation and transmission of knowledge (Emes & Cleveland-Innes, 2003), new patterns in learner demographics, economic changes, (Brown & Nelson, 2003; Veale et al., 2014), and adaptation to educational technology (Crompton, 2004) are some of the multiple reasons driving medical school curricular changes across the educational spectrum. In short, changing health-care models and delivery methods are driving forces for curriculum revisions (Conger, Baldwin, Abegglen, & Callister, 1999). Still, no matter what rationales institutions and administrations hold, faculty buy-in and participation are essential in planning, implementing, and delivering effective curriculum transformation. Thus, understanding the interactions between individual faculty member attitudes and
behaviors and organizational initiatives and structural supports is critical to advancing the educational mission of medical schools. To better understand possible individual and organizational factors that influence faculty participation in curricular transformation, relevant literature is reviewed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 2: Literature Review

In this chapter, the current state of U.S. health care will be detailed to illustrate and emphasize needs for systematic change including the education of future physicians. Throughout this chapter, Rogers’ (2003) five variables determining the rate of adoption of innovation will be used as a framework to examine intrinsic (i.e. individual faculty perspectives) and extrinsic (i.e. external elements including organizational) factors that contribute to medical faculty engagement in curricular revisions.

The purpose of this study is to explore intrinsic and extrinsic factors of faculty early adopters because successful implementation of curricular changes depends on their active participation. Multiple factors intertwine and affect faculty members’ attitudes, decisions, and behaviors in adopting new curriculum and pedagogical approaches. Thus, it is essential to explore and examine factors that promote and facilitate these attitudes and behaviors.

The Current State of U.S. Health Care

The high cost of U.S. health care has been discussed in numerous literatures (e.g. Emanuel et al., 2012; Sutherland, Fisher, & Skinner, 2009). Berwick and Hackbarth (2012) identified six categories of waste: overtreatment, failures of care coordination, failures in execution of care processes, administrative complexity, pricing failures, and fraud and abuse. Despite the high cost, Woolf and Aron (2013) point out that compared to 17 other industrialized nations, the U.S. had the highest probability of children dying before age 5. When the Institute of Medicine reported the number of deaths in U.S. hospitals due to medical errors to be between 44,000 and 98,000 per year, it caught not
only public, but government attention, which urged changes in regulations, the system, and safety programs (Leape, 2000). Life expectancy is also the lowest among industrialized nations despite the highest health spending per capita (see Figure 1).

![Life expectancy vs. health spending per capita](image)

*Figure 1. Life Expectancy and Health Spending Per Capita, (OECD, 2013)*

U.S. demography has changed drastically since the Flexner Report. According to the U.S. Census Report (2002), while the general population more than tripled, the population aged 65 or older increased tenfold. Racial diversity has increased tremendously over the last 100 years as well. Moreover, the leading causes of death has shifted from infectious to chronic diseases (Guyer, Freedman, Strobino, & Sondik, 2000).
The issues within the current state of U.S. health care that merit improvement are multifaceted (Wong & Holmboe, 2016). Political and economic forces, a dominant medical establishment and private insurance industry, and a wide-spread medical liability (Blank, 2012), health-care quality, structure and process (Jonas, Goldsteen, & Goldsteen, 2007), health disparities (Williams, 2011), and overtreatment and denial care (Brownlee, 2007), revealing a complex web of problems (Jonas, Goldsteen, & Goldsteen, 2007; Williams 2011). Concerted efforts at various levels and entities are necessary.

As stated in Chapter 1, education is a piece of the puzzle that could potentially make a change in the delivery of health care by preparing future physicians (Davis et al., 1999; Woollard & Boelen, 2012) and changes are proposed and promoted by various entities.

**Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation Model**

“Change is neither natural nor normal” (Evans, 1996, p. 25). Despite obvious benefits, there are multiple factors preventing people from adopting new and innovative ideas. Yet, there are those whom Rogers (2003) defines as innovators and early adopters. Innovators, according to Rogers, are individuals who can cope with a high level of uncertainty, and early adopters serve as role models for other members and contribute to lessen uncertainties. Faculty members who are innovators and early adopters are the focus of this study. As explained in Chapter 1, for the purpose of this study, these two types of adopters are collapsed and considered as early adopters.

To explain the inner workings of how innovation is adopted and diffused by early adopters, Rogers (2003) defined five variables that determine the rate of adoption:
perceived attributes of innovations, type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agents’ promotional efforts (see Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Variables Determining the Rate of Adoption of Innovations (Rogers, 2003)**

In this study, perceived attributes of innovations will be used to frame and analyze intrinsic factors that affect faculty attitudes and behaviors. The remaining four variables—type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agents’ promotional efforts—will be used as frameworks to pose questions and analyze extrinsic factors that impact faculty attitudes and behaviors in relation to curricular revisions.
Intrinsic Factors: Perceived Attributes of Innovations

Rogers (2003) lists five perceived attributes of innovations: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. In the following section, each attribute will be examined in the context of curricular revision.

Relative Advantage

*Relative advantage* is “the degree an individual perceives the innovation as advantageous” (Rogers, 2003, p. 15). In curricular revision, faculty perception of newly presented curricula and pedagogical approaches as improvements affects the rate of adoption. Faculty members who believe that learner-centered, active learning pedagogical approaches produce better learning outcomes would be more likely to adopt changes. In contrast, it is less likely that they will adopt change if unconvinced that such changes produce better learning outcomes than traditional lecture-based teaching (Yarnall, Toyama, Gong, Ayers, & Ostrander, 2007).

In other words, faculty members must first perceive (or believe) that an innovation like curriculum revision will advantage themselves, their students, the program, the organization, and the profession. As such, the current state of medical education reform and pedagogical change are next described within the framework of relative advantage.

Medical education reform. Medical education has seen changes such as the introduction of diverse teaching methodologies. Examples include problem-based learning (Barrows, 2006; Kilroy, 2004), team-based learning (Michaelsen & Sweet, 2011; Thompson et al., 2007), and simulation-based education (Issenberg, McGaghie, Petrusa,
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Gordon, & Scalese, 2005; Okuda et al., 2009). However, the basic structure of medical education in the United States has largely remained unaltered (Gishen, Ovadia, Arzillo, Avashia, & Thaller, 2014). Many medical schools maintained the traditional two-plus-two educational model that was introduced over a century ago (Hodges, 2010).

To address this, in 2010, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching issued a report, *Educating Physicians: A Call for Reform of Medical School and Residency* (Cooke, Irby, & O’Brian, 2010). Representatives visited medical schools and observed the paradigm that was put in place over 100 years ago. The report noted consistencies of quality of education among medical schools. However, they pointed out areas that needed changes, such as practice of medicine, expansion of medical and scientific knowledge and domains, creation of the graduate medical education (residency program), and deeper understanding of the nature of learning, and called for new curriculum, pedagogical and assessment approaches. They observed inflexibility of structure, teacher-centric education, heavy focus on in-patient training, poor integration of foundational knowledge and clinical science, insufficient coverage of the science of health-care delivery and population health. Similarly, Maeshiro et al. (2010) noted changes in public health in North America over the past century and urged the medical education community to take a new approach to educating tomorrow’s physicians.

In consideration of these imperatives, Cooke, Irby, and O’Brian (2010) recommended four major goals: standardization of learning outcomes and individualization of the learning process, integration of formal knowledge and clinical experience, development of habits of inquiry and innovation, and focus on professional
identity formation. The report served as catalyst for change among medical education community. The question at hand is whether the medical education community, including administrators and faculty members, perceive these innovative ideas to be better than those that proceeded. Rogers (2003) suggests that if faculty members perceive beneficial outcomes of a new idea (e.g. integration of formal knowledge and clinical experience) the rate of adoption increases.

**Pedagogical change.** One of the ways to achieve the change in medical education described by Cooke, Irby, and O’Brian (2010) is to conduct curricular revisions, specifically to pedagogical methods. As noted in Chapter 1, many medical schools are attempting to change pedagogical approaches from transmission of knowledge to one that is learner-centered.

With the development and understanding of learning theories, educational institutions are actively exploring various types of instructional and assessment methodologies. “One teaching and learning approach fits all— is not working for a growing number of student populations” (Brown, 2003, p. 49). Ludmerer (2004) also pointed out that development of critical reasoning, the ability to acquire, generalize, and evaluate information, requires a learner-centered curriculum. He concluded that excessive lectures and reliance on rote memory do not promote the desired learning outcomes. Blumberg (2012) elaborates on this point by saying that teacher-centered approaches put “too much emphasis on teaching at the expense of learning” and that unintended consequences include “graduates who are not prepared to solve real-world problems and lack the skills and motivation to continue to learn beyond their formal education” (p. 38).
A learner-centered approach bases its foundation on constructivist and cognitive science theories. Ultimately, to foster life-long learning, students and faculty must shift from the traditional view of schooling where faculty and schools are responsible for students’ learning to the learner-centered paradigm where students must take responsibility for their learning (Blumberg, 2012).

**Cognitive science theory.** Learning, according to Resnick (1989), is a process of knowledge construction that is knowledge dependent and highly situational. Mayer (1998) identified three stages of the learning process: selecting, organizing, and integrating. The first stage, selecting, is where learners go through cognitive processes of selecting relevant information and adding it to working memory. During the organizing stage, learners build internal associations among the selected information. In the final stage, integrating, learners connect the organized information to previously attained, existing information in their working memory.

With the advancement of medical science, the volume and depth of the basic scientific knowledge medical students are required to learn have exponentially increased over the last century (Scott, 2000). Tension exists between attempting to cover vast, basic scientific content and being selective about that which is fundamental to the practice of medicine. However, the capacity of that which can be stored in working memory has been proposed, by Miller, to be limited (Gilchrist, Cowan & Naveh-Benjamin, 2009), and from a neuroscience point of view, trying to cram information simply does not work. In order for information to be processed into long-term memory, information must make sense and be relevant to learners.
Clearly, the attainment of factual knowledge is essential before learners can analyze or synthesize. Indeed, Fink’s (2003) taxonomy for significant learning begins with fundamental knowledge (i.e. understanding and remembering information and ideas), followed by application, integration, human dimension, caring, and learning how to learn. Background knowledge is necessary for reading comprehension and critical thinking. Similarly, Souza (2007) describes knowledge attrition and its importance in learning within a cognitive science framework using neuro-scientific evidence. He explains that the brain receives various sensory information from the environment that then gets stored temporarily in short-term memory (i.e. immediate and working memories) before the information is transferred and stored in long-term memory. The importance of sensory information from environment is determined consciously and unconsciously by an individual’s prior experiences. The brain’s main function is to create shortcut and deflect the brain from paying attention to unnecessary information. If knowledge attainment is fundamental to learning, faculty must create ways in which students learn materials.

To address students’ concerns regarding the need to memorize and regurgitate basic scientific content, many medical schools are integrating active learning methods such as team-based learning, which is a form of collaborative learning that engages learners in purposeful activities (Anderson, 2010; Nagaswami et al., 2011.; Oakley et al., 2004).

**Constructivist theory.** Constructivism is based on the theory that the construction of knowledge happens at both individual and social (i.e. collaborative) levels. Learning
takes place within a social context, and it interacts with our prior knowledge and experience (Perkins, 1999). Cleaver and Ballantyne (2014) summarized constructivism as the idea that “individuality, diversity and difference are acknowledged, and we assume that each individual constructs personal meaning” (p. 229). Bruner (1996) stated that instruction can be effective when instructors create engaging and stimulating experience allowing learners to construct knowledge in a way that gives personal meaning; this acknowledges that students come with prior knowledge and views that would act as a filter.

According to constructivist theory, students learn by actively participating in the learning process. Team-based learning is one of the active learning methods that Fink (2003) and many others have discussed. Oakley et al. (2004) point to numerous benefits of incorporating small-group learning, such as retention, achievement of higher grade, and the improvement of communication skills. One U.S. medical school conducted a comparison of traditional lecture-based teaching and team-based learning and found that team-based learning achieved higher scores on the National Board of Medical Examiners test (Nagaswami et al., 2011). Team-based learning acted as motivator for students to be self-directed learners (Bergmann & Sams, 2008).

Similar findings were reported by the study conducted by Haidet, O’Malley, and Richards (2002). They conducted surveys on the effect of team-based learning at the Baylor College of Medicine. Traditionally, noontime conferences are held using a lecture format; however, with the rise of curricular reforms among many medical schools, focus on active learning and learner-centered pedagogy was introduced. Authors gave resident
learners pre- and post-surveys on their attitudes toward the utility of sensitivity/specificity and positive/negative predictive value. Qualitative observations were also conducted by the authors, a teacher and an independent observer. Both the surveys and qualitative observations revealed that learners received team-based learning methods positively and were highly engaged.

Health-care professional programs beyond medical education are employing this active learning method. For instance, Huit, Killins, Brooks, and Williams (2015) found team-based learning to be effective in an anatomy course for physical therapy students. They found that students had positive attitudes toward working with peers and higher academic performance compared to students who were in traditional courses.

Compatibility

Compatibility, a second perceived attribute of innovation, is defined as the degree to which an individual perceives values and belief of the innovation as consistent with existing ones (Rogers, 2003). In this section, the historical development and current state of medical education reform are described to illustrate shifts in values in medical education during the last century. Understanding principles and values fundamental to the formation of medical education is critical when exploring faculty members’ perspectives in terms of Rogers’ compatibility.

Historical formation of medical education in the United States. The Flexner Report of 1910 has been the single most influential event in the formation of the current state of medical education. In 1908, the AMA appointed the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching to conduct a study of U.S. medical schools. Many medical
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schools created their curriculum based on a two-plus-two model—two years of basic science curriculum followed by two years of clinical training (Cooke, Irby, Sullivan, & Ludmerer, 2006).

In the late 19th century, U.S. health care took a major turn in terms of how medicine was delivered and what medicine was deemed to be good and worthy. The birth of allopathic medicine created competition and conflicts among medical fields. Allopathy relied heavily on scientific evidence; emphasis was placed on acquiring basic scientific knowledge. Traditional medical systems such as homeopathy and Thomsonian medicine were deemed inferior by allopathic doctors. Allopathic physicians organized the American Medical Association (AMA) in 1847 (Horowitz, 2013). According to Schmidt (2009), “AMA was set up in 1847 as a means of opposing competition from homeopathy” (p. 84). AMA flexed its muscles to ensure that its favored medicine, allopathy, prevailed over Thomsonianism and homeopathy. In part to spread their vision and to promote the restructuring of medical education, the AMA created the Council on Medical Education (CME) in 1904. The CME sought help from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in order to achieve nationwide implementation of standardized admission and medical curriculum. Abraham Flexner, schoolmaster and educational theorist, was chosen to lead this initiative (Beck, 2004). The relevance of basic scientific knowledge was reinforced by the recommendations of his 1910 report (Goldstein, Lunn, & Peng, 2015).

AMA’s 20th century campaign to standardize licensing examinations led to the creation of the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME) in 1915. Although states
resisted adopting national, standardized examinations, gradually, through journal and national meetings, schools started to convert their requirements from state-level to national examinations. Publicly, it was presented as if the introduction and implementation of standardized examinations was to ensure the protection of citizens; however, politically, it was a way for an emerging group of allopathic doctors to gain control over the entire U.S. health-care system. (Horowitz, 2013). In 1992, the first iteration of licensing examination, the United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE), was administered and marked the beginning of the current state of standardized licensing examinations, replacing all previous pathways to attaining a license (Dillon, Boulet, Howkins, & Swanson, 2004).

Compatibility of values. Understanding the historical context of medical education formulation is significant to this study as Rogers’ (2003) compatibility component of innovation theory looks at “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters” (p. 240). Values created a century ago are deeply instilled among the medical education community. In curriculum transformation, for example, integration of clinical science into basic science may be perceived as “science light” or as taking the time away from basic scientific content. Flexner created the foundation of the allopathic medical education in which basic scientific knowledge was imparted by faculty to learners. The perceived incompatibility of values and beliefs with the resulting allopathic system can either block or slow down adaptation of innovation (Rogers, 2003).
Compatibility with past experiences in the role of teacher. Currently, medical education is founded on Flexner’s Report, which placed an emphasis on basic science knowledge; two years of solid basic science curriculum followed by two years of clinical science has been widely accepted and embraced for the past century. Within the basic science curriculum phase, didactic methods have been used as the main teaching methodology by faculty, and the role of faculty was to impart basic scientific knowledge. In contrast, in a learner-centered approach, faculty “promotes learning by facilitating the acquisition of knowledge” (Weimer, 2002, p. 28).

The pedagogical changes discussed above do not necessarily come easily for faculty. Faculty are used to teach (i.e. transmitting intellectual property) to learners. The shift to learner-centered education requires faculty and students to recreate each other’s role. “Teachers need to fully understand the complexities involved in their new roles as facilitators of knowledge building rather than transmitters of knowledge” (Dole, Bloom, & Kowalske, 2016). While effective facilitation still requires teachers to have knowledge and expertise in a particular content area, the paradigm shift from “a teller of knowledge to a facilitator of learning” (Doyle, 2011, p. 53) may bring dissonance among faculty. The compatibility of the new idea with their past experiences influences individual’s decision to adopt or refuse new pedagogy. As such, faculty with beliefs and past experiences of their roles as an expert transmitter of knowledge may find their new roles as facilitators incompatible. In contrast, faculty who value and have had learner-centered education based on constructivist and cognitive science learning theories may find new curriculum compatible; hence, they are more likely to adopt curricula change.
Complexity

*Complexity* is the “degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use….New ideas that are simpler to understand are adopted more rapidly than innovations that require the adopter to develop new skills and understandings” (Roger, 2003, p. 16). The perception that implementing active learning methods is too complex and difficult can impede the adoption of changes (Brownell & Tanner, 2012). As shown in the previous section, numerous studies conclude that there are benefits of active learning methodology. However, these arguments are not without dissention.

Critiques of constructivist theory argue that active learning methodology such as team-based learning is time-consuming, expensive, and difficult to develop. Converting an hour-long PowerPoint lecture into an active learning method takes time and skills (Malone & Spieth, 2012). The existence of such necessary efforts slows down the adoption rates for faculty members who perceive them as overly complex.

Trialability

Rogers (2003) asserts that *trialability*, the fourth perceived attribute of innovation, is “the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis” (p. 16). The perceived possibility to trial new active learning methods on a limited basis is critical in gaining a greater understanding of the methods and potential benefits (Penjor & Zander, 2016). Warren (2006) also argues that simple active learning techniques can increase the adoption rates of new materials by faculty.

Trialability could also ease the perception of complexity. There are multiple active learning methods, requiring varied levels of technical expertise and modification. A
simple example, such as pause procedure, requires instructors to pause periodically throughout lectures to give learners dedicated time to sort and clarify materials with a partner in a classroom (Prince, 2004). It requires little preparation compared to other active learning methods such as team-based learning. Other simple techniques involve providing learners with an instant feedback card (Lawrence & Shinham, 2015) or using the think-pair-share method in which learners are actively involved in their own and peers’ learnings (Kagan, 1994). These simple techniques does not take much preparation time, but requires only minimal modification to existing teaching methods. Trialability allows faculty to test the waters and to experiment.

**Observability**

The fifth and last perceived attribute, *observability*, “[the] degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others” (Rogers, 2003, p. 258), affects the adoption of innovation and rate of adaptation; observability of an innovation increases the rate of adaptation. Faculty perception of the adaptation of curricula change is affected by whether or not new ideas, (e.g. active learning methodologies and learner-centered pedagogical approaches) are easily observed and communicated. For instance, observing engaged learners in a classroom can have a positive effect on an active learning method. But some faculty may need to observe the effect of new methods on learning outcomes, which may be less visible and not readily observable. In such a case, the rate of adoption of a new pedagogical approach may be negatively affected.

The five perceived attributes of innovation presented—relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability—concern intrinsic factors that
contribute to the likelihood that faculty will become early adopters; this exploration offers insights for understanding the factors that affect the attitudes and behaviors leading faculty to engage in curricular revisions. However, these attributes do not fully explain how faculty become motivated. In the following section, in order to augment Rogers’ (2003) perceived attributes of innovation, motivation theory will be examined as another intrinsic factor.

**Intrinsic Factor: Motivation Theory**

Curriculum change may require the complete overhaul of delivery methods and instructional content. Traditionally, educational institutions assumed that their faculty are self-regulated and self-motivated, but clearly, not all faculty members are intrinsically motivated (McLaren & Kenny, 2015). In the following section, motivation theory is used to further explain how intrinsic factors motivate early adopters.

Pedagogical change involves “leaving comfortable roles behind and exploring new ways of using content and interacting with students” (Bender & Weimer, 2005, p. 4) and learning new methodologies. If faculty are uncertain about curricular changes, they may become motivated to seek knowledge and information on how students learn, and why and how learner-centered, active learning promotes positive outcomes (Stage, Muller, Kinzie & Simmons, 1998). So, what motivates faculty to be early adopters? Merriam and Beirema (2014) defined motivation as the drive and energy a person puts into accomplishing something he or she wants to do. According to Petri (1996), it is “the concept we use when we describe the forces acting on or within an organism to initiate and direct behavior” (p. 3). Intrinsic motivation to learn is one of the six adult learning

However, Misch (2002) rejected the notion of intrinsic motivation as simplistic, misleading, and counter-productive to understanding motivational factors. Furthermore, according to andragogy, adults are internally motivated, but in order to prepare for some future application, there are instances where learning is mandated (Merriam & Bierema, 2014). Expectancy-value theory below explains the complexity of how faculty may or may not become motivated.

**Expectancy-value theory.** This theory emphasizes both value of the goal and the expectancy of successfully obtaining the goal. Tolman (1932) defined three properties of behavior: persistency, consistency of pattern, and selectivity. In this sense, behaviors are purposive. Expectancy is established when one learns that a certain behavior leads to a particular goal (Petri, 1996). Even if a goal is of a high value, if one estimates that obtaining the goal is highly unlikely, it may not generate much behavior. In curriculum revision, especially in learning a new pedagogical approach, if faculty members believe that the value of a new instructional methodology is highly attainable, they would be more likely to be motivated and to put effort into achieving the goal. On the contrary, if faculty do not believe the improved learning outcome is attainable, even they understand its value, they may not be motivated to change their pedagogical practice.

As argued by Misch (2002) and demonstrated by expectancy-value theory, the field of study of motivation is complex, multi-faceted, and often produces contradictory
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ideas, but its importance cannot be denied. In this study, along with Rogers’ five perceived attributes of innovation, faculty motivation to seek out, learn, adopt, and implement curricular changes will be examined to understand what drives early adopters. Internal factors alone, however, cannot fully explain early adopters’ attitudes and behaviors. They are also shaped by extrinsic factors, which will be examined in the following section.

Extrinsic Factors

External or extrinsic factors that affect the rate of adoption include the type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agents’ promotional efforts (Rogers, 2003). In this section, each variable will be used to frame and examine extrinsic factors that affect intrinsic faculty attitudes and behaviors toward curricular changes.

Type of Innovation-Decision

The external factor, type of innovation-decision, may be characterized as optional, collective, or authority. An optional innovation-decision allows each individual to take almost complete responsibility for making an adoptive decision, whereas collective innovation-decision seeks consensus among the members of a system. These types of innovation-decision usually take time, slowing down the rate of adoption. In contrast, an authority innovation-decision may produce the fastest rate of adoption since an individual has no say in the decision to adopt the innovation. Rogers (2003) cautions that although the rate of adoption may be faster, the “authority decisions may be circumvented by members of a system during their implementation” (p. 29). In collective and authority
decisions, the social system is intimately involved in decision-making. In understanding the attitudes and behaviors of the faculty who become early adopters of the curriculum revision, it is essential to analyze the type of decision as a layer of variables that affect the rate of adoption.

Sense of control, as described by Seligman (1976), could be completely diminished depending on the type of innovation-decisions. External factors such as control are constantly relevant to the rate of adoption. Environmental factors must also be considered. Heider (1958) identified two factors, internal and external, as attributions that people use to view the causes of important events in their lives. The internal factor, according to Heider, lives within the individual and includes needs, wishes, emotions, abilities, intentions, and effort. The external factor is environmental, which is out of individual’s control. Similarly, Dancey and Henderson (2010) describe the external factors as situational characteristics of an instructor’s environment. Faculty may have a desire to implement an active learning methodology, but environmental factors, such as classroom setting, may impede actualization. Seligman’s (1976) study found that subjects that were not given control over their environment were very slow to learn, and often, failed to learn new response. One’s sense of control plays a crucial role in motivation, hence affecting the rate of adoption.

**Communication Channels**

Roger’s (2003) second extrinsic variable is that of *communication channels*, the means by which information and messages get from one unit or individual to another. Communication channels are essential because
most individuals do not evaluate an innovation on the basis of scientific studies of its consequences… most people depend mainly upon a subjective evaluation of an innovation that is conveyed to them from other individuals like themselves who have already adopted the innovation (Rogers, 2003, p. 18-19).

A high level of communication channels can be expected to have a positive effect on the rate of adoption. In the case of curricular revisions, if benefits and processes of adopting a learner-centered active learning methodology are communicated through the channel described above, it could influence faculty attitudes and behaviors.

Communication channels are partially dependent upon a social system and its structure. In the next section, Rogers’ fourth variable, the nature of the social system will be examined.

Khalil and Kibble (2014) surveyed faculty members who were involved in the implementation of new curriculum. The faculty members noted a lack of shared understanding in the transition from the design phase to implementation. Spark (2004) states that concrete, tangible, clear, and compelling shared vision must be created to drive a change. Similarly, Manning (2013) uses quantum paradigm to describe an organization’s interconnectedness in which the communication network is essential for organizations to thrive.

Communication channels allow new ideas to flow easily among members of organizations and are positively correlated with adaptation of new ideas (Rogers, 2003). Wheatley (2006) discusses control: Historically, and still in many institutions, leaders were expected to control and manage employees and regulate every aspect of their work,
including job assignments, procedures, time allocation, and communication. This is what Wheatley calls a road to suicide. The notion of control disregards the existence of multiple realities. Brafman and Beckstrom (2006) introduced the idea of the starfish model—a decentralized organization which emphasizes horizontal communication channels. In this model, networks and interconnectedness allow open communication for the sharing of knowledge and ideas. The starfish model is critical in creating a comprehensive and holistic curriculum as faculty members from various departments must work collaboratively and cooperatively to drive curricular changes.

Hanna (2003) compares the traditional academic culture to that which is currently emerging. He emphasizes the significance of creating informal, horizontal, and both internal and external communication that allows for alliances and partnership within and outside of the organization. Rogers (2003) shares this perspective.

Most individuals do not evaluate an innovation solely or perhaps at all on the basis of its performance as judged by scientific research. Rather, they decide whether or not to adopt on the basis of the subjective evaluations of the innovations conveyed to them by others like themselves (peers). (p. 247)

What Rogers suggests is that, although numerous empirical and scientific studies’ results point to benefits of learner-centered, active learning pedagogy, one’s peers’ subjective evaluations weigh more.

Communication channels also affect observability. Innovative ideas which are easily observed or communicated within a social system have higher rates of adaptation (Rogers, 2003).
Nature of the Social System

The third variable that determines the rate of adoption is the *nature of the social system*. In this section, elements of social systems, or more specifically, the organizational structure and norms of the system are examined.

A social system is “a set of interrelated units that are engaged in joint problem-solving to accomplish a common goal” (Rogers, 2003, p. 23). Social structure and social norms either inhibit or accelerate the rate of adoption. An organization, at the institution-level, must have a structure that allows faculty to utilize time and resources flexibly to experiment with new teaching methodologies. As aforementioned, today’s faculty are taxed with ever increasing duties with shrinking resources. If implementation of curricular change allows for protected full-time equivalent or other benefits including monetary assistance, it may affect the rate of adoption.

Organizational structure is not the only contributing factor. Norms tell “individuals what behavior they are expected to perform” (Rogers, 2003, p. 26). Norms of medical education as an entity and norms of individual institutions have impacts on the rate of adoption. Medical education norms have changed tremendously over the last century. Norms of individual institutions or units, for example, how teaching and roles of scientists are defined within a single institution, can either hinder or facilitate curricular changes. In other words, the rate of adoption would be influenced if teaching is perceived as equally or more important than research or clinical responsibility and being recognized as early adopters contribute to attaining status among departments, institutions, and professional communities.
Organizational Structure. In medical education, each school is comprised of discipline-specific departments (e.g. physiology and pharmacology, cell biology, psychiatry, internal medicine, etc.). Historically, medical education courses were constructed according to departmental discipline (Balcioglu, Bilge, & Unluoglu, 2015) resulting in, for example, anatomy courses, physiology courses, cell biology courses, etc. Each department had intellectual and academic freedom to create and organize course content and teaching and assessment methodologies. However, with curriculum transformation, many medical schools are employing an integrated approach to education, namely, organ-system-based curriculum. In this curriculum, a course is organized by an organ and all foundational, clinical, and behavioral science knowledge related to the organ is presented in an integrated manner. In this model, there is no clear ownership, so to speak, of a course by a specific department. The departments that used to enjoy autonomy and monopoly may lose dominion and independence as well as the associated educational funding, affecting department’s bottom line. Depending on the organizational structure and funding stream, economic factors could therefore promote or hinder from faculty to adopt changes.

Genthon and Joseclyn (1989) looked at curriculum revision from a faculty standpoint. They found the challenge to be in consensus building among faculty members from multiple disciplines concerning curriculum reform (e.g. course content and the sequence and purpose of education). Feelings of negation and a sense of loss and uncertainty may be shared not only by faculty members, but also by department chairs and administrators as a whole. Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs has five stages:
physiological, safety, belongingness, esteem and self-actualization. One could argue that faculty members and even whole departments may share a sense of loss at the basic level of physiological needs.

**Norms.** Rogers (2003) asserts that norms “serve as a guide or standard for the behavior of members of a social system” (p. 26) that affect the rate of adoption. Kilmann, Saxton, and Serpa (1986) also stress the impact of organizational culture on individual behavior. In this section, the culture and norms belonging to the professional identify of a scientist in medical education will be examined.

According to Brownell and Tanner (2012), teaching is not considered as important as conducting research in the scientific disciplines. “Faculty members who want to be perceived as successful and ‘real’ scientists may have purposely avoided integrating teaching into their professional identities, because they feel it could undermine their scientific status with their colleagues, their departments, and their institutions” (Brownell & Tanner, 2012, p. 342). If this norm exists in a medical school as an organization or at the departmental-level, it may affect faculty from taking the time to learn new pedagogical approaches and implement them. In this sense, investigating the norms of organization perceived by faculty members gives additional insight to explain factors that affect the attitudes and behaviors of early adopters.

**Extent of Change Agents’ Promotion Efforts**

Rogers’ (2003) fifth variable affecting the rate of adoption is the *change agents’ promotion efforts*. A change agent tries to influence and steer an individual or unit toward adopting new ideas. The roles of change agents range from developing needs for change,
establishing rapport with individuals or units and motivating them, diagnosing problems, and stabilizing changed behaviors (Rogers, 2003, p. 371). In this section, national-level change agents’ promotion efforts for curricular changes in medical education will be described, followed by a description of institutional-level efforts, specifically, faculty development efforts.

**National-level promotion efforts.** National-level professional associations, including AMA, AAMC, Liaison Committee of Medical Education (LCME) and Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME), are all coming up with initiatives for changes. Organizational-level promotion efforts will be described in a later segment, but first, national-level, professional associations’ initiatives to change medical education will be illustrated to demonstrate the inundation of external forces.

**American Medical Association.** AMA is a professional association, and as described in the previous section, has been playing a key role in U.S. health care since its inception. The association’s mission is “to promote the art and science of medicine for the betterment of the public health” (AMA Mission & Guiding Principles). Although they are experiencing a sharp decline in membership—AMA membership was around 15% down in 2011 from 75% in the early 1950s (Collier, 2011)—they still hold political influence at the national level.

The AMA’s influence in medical education can be seen in various areas but notably in the grant opportunity announced in 2013, . In 2013, which was based on a strategic vision in three areas: improvement of nation’s health outcomes and reduction of health care costs, alignment of education and training with the evolving health care
system, and enhancement of professional satisfaction and practice sustainability (AMA, 2013). The grant aimed to alter medical education through innovative and bold changes. The interest among medical schools to modify their education was tremendous; more than 80% of medical schools submitted letters of intent, only 11 of which were awarded grants.

**Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education.** ACGME is the accreditation agency for all U.S. clinical residency and fellowship programs. Its mission is to “improve health care and population health by assessing and advancing the quality of resident physicians’ education through accreditation” (ACGME Mission, Vision, and Values). In 1999, in the hope to improve the education of residents, the ACGME formulated and endorsed six domains of competencies (i.e. medical knowledge, patient care, practice-based learning and improvement, system-based practice, professionalism, and interpersonal and communication skills for all residency programs) (Leach, 2001; Nasca, Philbert, Brigham, & Flynn, 2012; Swing, 2007). The establishment of these competencies were created “to help promote public confidence in medical education and to ensure the production of competent physicians” (Quillen, 2001, p. 652). ACGME’s influence on medical schools is inevitable as all U.S. medical students must gain residency positions in order to become full-fledged physicians. Medical schools are, in essence, preparing students for their residency. To that end, the adaptation of a competency model made sense to the medical school community.

**Association for American Medical Colleges.** AAMC is a non-profit organization. According to their website, “the AAMC serves and leads the academic medicine
community to improve the health of all” (AAMC Mission). They hold all 145 accredited U.S. medical schools as their members. To lead the change among medical schools, AAMC created the Physician Competency Reference Set (Englander et al., 2013) which includes the ACGME’s six competency domains, but added interprofessional collaboration and personal and professional development.

In 2015, AAMC published a draft set of 13 core entrustable professional activities (EPAs). Each core EPA is linked to competencies across multiple competency domains. EPAs for medical students were developed to help educators to identify the overall clinical performance outcome of students and professional development (Chen, van den Broek, & ten Cate, 2015).

**Liaison Committee of Medical Education.** Another regulatory body that governs medical schools and education is LCME. It was established in 1942 and accredits U.S. and Canadian medical schools. The initial meeting was held conjointly by AMA and AAMC to address concerns regarding accelerated education programs (Kassebaum, 1992). According to LCME’s website, “the Liaison Committee on Medical Education is recognized by the U.S. Department of Education as the reliable authority for the accreditation of medical education programs leading to the MD degree” (LCME, 2015). Standards set forth by LCME serve as driving agents and are adopted by medical schools in their educational missions. LCME conducted a major revision of standards in order to increase objectivity and reduce subjectivity in 2002 (Hunt, Migdal, Eaglen, Barzansky, & Sabalis, 2012). In 2015, it introduced new standards. These standards have a great impact on curriculum reform at the school level. For instance, one of the competency domains,
system-based practice, addresses issues of the system and delivery of health care. During the basic science curriculum phase, due to limited curricular time, adding topics such as social science and behavioral science is difficult, but accreditation standards can be used to legitimize these topics.

Various national organizations in medical communities are calling to take actions to improve the education of our future physicians. As evident in the proportion of medical schools that submitted letters of intent for the AMA’s grant for curriculum transformation, the majority of medical schools are either intending to or are in the process of implementing new curriculum. In essence, at the national-level, the extent of change agents’ promotional efforts is succeeding in creating imperatives for change.

However, despite the national movements and the current state of the health-care system, faculty buy-in remains the major challenge for administration (Tagg, 2012). In the following section, institution-level promotion efforts, specifically issues surrounding faculty development, will be explored.

**Institution-level promotion efforts.** At the institution-level, faculty development is an external factor essential in promoting academic excellence and innovation. Offering carefully planned, wide-ranging development opportunities can have a positive effect on the rate of adoption (Michael, 2007). In fact, Martell (2004) points to faculty development as a key to success in team-based learning or any active learning methodologies.

Historically, it was assumed that faculty are naturally good teachers (Wilkerson & Irby, 1998). However, given the complexities of the instructional and assessment
methodologies along with a diversified student body and competing demands on faculty members’ time, it is now widely acknowledged that faculty development plays a critical role (Steinert et al., 2006). Curriculum overhaul requires faculty buy-in but also extensive and effective faculty development, which must accompany resources and time to allow faculty members to engage in new methods of active learning and multi-modal assessments (Holmboe et al., 2011); resources should be invested at an early stage of curriculum development (Farmer, 2004). Systematic and well-planned faculty development may help lessen perceived complexity. Faculty development can also address trialability. For instance, introducing a simple technique of active learning, such as the incorporation of clicker questions (Martyn, 2007) or in-class student teams (Yoder & Hochevar, 2005), may reduce the perception of complexity and increase the probability of trialability.

In this study, faculty perception on national-level change initiatives and an institution’s faculty development efforts will be investigated in an effort to gain understanding of how these variables affect faculty attitudes and behaviors in adopting curricular changes.

Summary

Curriculum transformation has major impacts on multiple areas of educational aspects. This chapter began with a discussion of the current state of U.S. health care, which provided background information that demonstrates why changes are needed in medical education. This was followed by an exploration of the issues related to curriculum transformation using Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of innovation model and a
consideration of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Medical education is experiencing a tide of change. Faculty are an integral part of curriculum transformation; without faculty buy-in and a shared vision, the implementation and operation of curriculum revision would be jeopardized. No matter how many administrations try to offset resistance, it may be inevitable. Rather than focusing on resistance, this study will place a focus on factors that contribute to faculty’s adaptive attitudes and behaviors using Rogers’ diffusion of innovation model.

Holistic review and analysis of curriculum revision require gaining understandings of the effect of curriculum transformation on faculty according to their own insights. Curriculum revision, in many instances, is spearheaded by administration without authentic incorporation of faculty perspectives.

One’s construction of reality may not be shared amongst all parties involved. Understanding the subjectivity of reality is key to creating a common ground from which faculty, administration, and students can work. By shedding light on faculty views, administrators will be able to make more fully informed decisions about the outcomes of potential adjustments in curriculum transformation as a part of ongoing quality improvement.
CHAPTER 3: Research Methodology

As described in chapters 1 and 2, the current state and delivery of U.S. health care is suboptimal compared to many other industrial nations. In response, national-level medical professional associations, such as AMA, AAMC, ACGME, and LCME, are driving changes to transform medical education. MD program education alone cannot change the entire health-care system; however, it can act as a catalyst of change by educating students in areas that were historically underrepresented in medical education.

In addition to changing curricular content and structure, many medical schools are implementing various active learning methods to promote learner-centered education. Faculty involvement is crucial in implementing curriculum transformation. Understanding the best methods and approaches for faculty involvement in curricular revision is important to medical education, and ultimately, to the health of the population.

Thus, this study examined faculty perspectives on and engagement with medical education curricular revisions.

Research Questions

The overall research question for this study asked what factors foster medical education faculty to revise their curriculum. Specifically, the study intended to answer the following questions:

1. What extrinsic factors influence faculty to adopt curricular transformation, specifically learner-centered active learning pedagogy?

2. What intrinsic factors influence faculty to adopt curricular transformation, specifically learner-centered active learning pedagogy?
3. What are some of the best practices of learner-centered active learning methods?

4. What do faculty suggest as organizational supporting factors for curricular transformation?

**Narrative Analysis Method**

The study was conducted at a northwest medical school that recently underwent a curriculum revision. Based on Rogers’ (2003) innovation-decision process model, this narrative analysis study of faculty interviews intended to explore motivational factors, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that contributed to faculty early engagement in and adoption of curricular revisions.

Bryman (2008) defines qualitative research as a “research strategy that emphasizes words rather than quantification” (p. 366). As such, narrative analysis, a qualitative research method, was utilized in this study. “Narrative inquiry is stories lived and told” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 20). “Stories express a kind of knowledge that uniquely describes human experience in which actions and happenings contribute positively and negatively to attain goals and fulfilling purposes” (Polkinghorne, 1995, p. 8). Narratives give researchers windows and ways to understand participants’ experiences (Robert & Shenhav, 2014). Mitchell (1981) defines the narrative as a “means by which human beings represent and restructure the world” (p. 8). According to Bruner (1990), the narrative is the “organizing principle by which people organize their experience in, knowledge about, and transactions with the social world” (p. 35).

In this case, narrative analysis allows the researcher to hear participants’ voices about their experiences, lenses, knowledge, beliefs, values, and situations. It allows the
researcher to develop descriptions of insights of participants. In this sense, the aim of the inquiry is not to find factual matters or truth, rather, it focuses on the ways in which faculty use stories to present and represent themselves while recognizing that knowledge attained through narrative analysis is partial, situational, and provisional. Moreover, multiple truths, interpretations, perspectives, and meanings are fundamental to narrative analysis, in which subjects and researchers co-construct meanings. Although the representation of reality is partial, selective, and imperfect, the value of conducting narrative analysis lies in uncovering and learning about the perspective of others and how they create meanings.

**Interview Protocol**

Interview questions were drawn and designed to address the study’s research questions. They were developed and organized using Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of innovation model and motivation theory. Namely, perceived attributes of innovations (i.e. relative advantage, compatibility, complexity trialability, and observability), type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agents’ promotional efforts are used as foundations to generate interview questions. Additionally, motivational theory was used to augment Rogers’ diffusion of innovation model in order to explore and understand early adopters’ attitudes and behaviors. See Appendix A for a description of interview question development and Appendix B for complete list of questions.

The use of semi-structured interviews allows researchers to probe ambiguous or inconsistent responses (Hutchinson & Skodol-Wilson, 1992). “Each interview question
should be clearly connected to the purpose of the research, and its placement within the protocol should reflect the researcher’s deliberate progression toward a fully in-depth exploration of the phenomenon under study” (Galletta, 2013, p. 45).

First, a couple of background questions were asked to gain basic background information from each participant. To address the research question on best practices of learner-centered active learning methods, pedagogical questions were asked.

The development of questions to explore intrinsic factors was based on the five perceived attributes of innovation. (relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability). For instance, to address Rogers’ (2003) relative advantage, interview questions elicited faculty members’ beliefs about and perceptions of the benefits of the learning methods they had incorporated and the reasons why they felt that such methods constituted improvements. Interview questions in relation to compatibility were developed to address the values and beliefs of faculty early adopters. For example, one interview question asked, “for the past century, medical education has based its foundation on Flexner’s report, which placed importance on basic science curriculum. As many medical schools are going through curricula revisions, how do you see the role of basic science curriculum in medical education?” This question was intended to explore whether faculty members felt that the trend in curricular changes was compatible with their belief and values. Similar to these examples, interview questions to address the issues of complexity, trialability, and observability were formulated to examine the participants’ perceptions for insight on intrinsic factors that have influenced early adopters.
Extrinsic factors were likewise addressed through questions created from the framework of Rogers’ (2003) variables. For instance, one interview question addressed the participants’ knowledge about the national initiatives and movements calling for medical education curricular revisions. Understanding their knowledge of these movements and of learner-centered, active learning was essential in uncovering factors that contributed to their adoption of the change. Similarly, other interview questions were developed with consideration to the effect of the type of innovation-decision and other extrinsic variables, such as communication channels and the nature of the social system, in order to specifically address the external factors that affected the rate of adoption.

**Research Site**

When selecting a site, researchers must consider the following concerns: cost, timeline, geographical locale, and access (Glesne, 2016). This study was conducted at the researcher’s workplace; therefore, the access issues about which Glesne cautions did not pose a problem.

The research site offered comprehensive health science education. The MD program was one of the programs housed in the School of Medicine, along with graduate studies and the undergraduate program. In 2015, according to the institution’s fact book, the total MD student body was 556. A total of 2,785 faculty members were employed in 2015 at the institution, of which 2,023 were employed at the School of Medicine.

The School consisted of 7 basic science departments (i.e. behavioral neuroscience, biochemistry and molecular biology, biomedical engineering, cell, developmental and cancer biology, molecular and medical genetics, molecular
microbiology and immunology, and physiology and pharmacology) and 19 clinical science departments, in addition to 22 centers and institutes.

The school rolled out a curriculum overhaul beginning with the entering class of 2014. The overhaul consisted of a realignment of the duration of two major curriculum phases: basic science curriculum and clinical science curriculum. This model lasted more than two decades, existing since 1992 when a major curriculum revision took place (Fields, Toffler, Elliott, & Chappelle, 1998). In February 2012, the dean charged an associate dean to lead the redesign of the MD curriculum. The Steering Committee was formed to create an overall direction and the goals of the revision including an examination of the existing curricular elements, a needs assessment, identification of the educational characteristics necessary to produce 21st century physicians, the alignment of competencies into curricular content, the development of curriculum that was a learner-centered, and determination of the overall structure of the curriculum.

In 2013, the school was selected as one of the 11 schools to receive grants from the American Medical Association to innovate its medical education. The grant provided each school one million dollars (over a 5-year period) to augment resources needed to achieve innovation.

**Population and Sample**

Purposive sampling of faculty allows the researcher to choose individuals to interview who have the information and perspectives critical to this study (Krathwohl, 2009). A set of semi-structured interviews, a tool appropriate to the exploration of values, beliefs, opinions, perceptions, and attitudes, were used (Richardson, Dohrenwend, &
The purpose was to examine participant views of the curriculum revision in order to identify any pattern of meaningful factors that facilitate engagement in the revision process.

The goal here was not to find the truth about faculty perspectives, because, as Guba and Lincoln (2005) state, “no method can deliver on ultimate truth” (p. 205). Each person holds different experiences, interpretations, and emotions. In this sense, all observations and evidence are fallible and only through triangulation of multiple fallible viewpoints, can objectivity be achieved within each arena and society. Still, the goal is to gather enough data to create a relatively accurate picture that illustrates the phenomenon in question.

In this study, the faculty members who were interviewed were selected from the basic science curriculum phase. In addition to decreasing the length of the curriculum phase as a whole, the curriculum transformation at this institution included the restructuring of courses from discipline-based to organ-based. In the previous curriculum, basic science courses were organized by disciplines such as cell structure, pharmacology, etc. which corresponded with basic science departments. This allowed each basic science department to oversee courses, including content, teacher selection, and teaching methodologies. However, the new curriculum broke the silos of compartmentalized courses, forcing departments to relinquish full control over courses. Only a few course directors from the former curriculum continued to have leadership roles in the new curriculum.
To be eligible for this study, faculty members must have had taught in one or more of the nine former basic science courses in large-group settings. The 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 academic year teaching records were available to the researcher in an Excel format as well as in a database, Faculty Dossier, which was developed by in-house programmers. Faculty members must have also had taught during the initial year of curriculum transformation (i.e. in the 2014-2015 academic year, summer 2015, and the fall terms of the 2015-2016 academic year) in one of seven basic science courses in a large-group setting. Participants must have had faculty ranks, which were defined by the institution’s faculty affairs. The database of faculty lists was available to the researcher in an Excel format. Faculty members who have taught in both curricula (former and new) were also be eligible to participate in this study. Successful early adopters were identified by block directors. Each basic science course had two block directors who manage all aspects of the courses. An additional source was the student survey, which took place in February 2016, asking each student to list the three best faculty teachers in the new curriculum.

**Sampling Method**

Cameron’s (2001) suggests, “while in principle it might seem desirable to have as many examples as possible, in practice you have to draw the line somewhere” (p. 29). In this study, originally, ten faculty members who are identified as early adopters of the curriculum revision were going to be interviewed as Strauss and Corbin (1998) advise that at least ten interviews or observations with detailed coding are necessary for building a grounded theory (p. 281)” (Saldana, 2015, p. 90). These 10 faculty members were
going to be randomly selected from 20 faculty members who are purposively selected using Patton’s (2002) purposeful random sampling strategies. The purposive sampling approach allows researchers to sample participants who meet predetermined criteria (Bryman, 2006). According to Patton, “for many audiences, random sampling, even of small samples, will substantially increase the credibility of the results” (p. 179).

However, Patton cautions that researchers must understand that purposeful random sampling is not a representative random sample. He states, “the purpose of a small random sample is credibility, not representativeness” (p. 180).

Each of the seven course directors were asked to identify early adopters – faculty who are engaged, committed and willing to create content and to facilitate students’ academic success in the new curriculum. 59 faculty members were identified, of which 12 were identified by multiple course directors. A database with a list of faculty who were involved in teaching in old curriculum as well as new one in its inaugural year was referenced and 25 out of 47 were identified. Composition of the 25 faculty included two assistant professors, 11 associate professors and 12 professors; 7 were female and 18 were male.

Hence, out of 47, total 25 faculty members were deemed to fit the sampling criteria for this study. Using Microsoft Excel random selection tool, a list of 10 faculty members was generated and they received email invitations to participate in the study. Seven agreed to participate. Ultimately, it was decided to modify a sample size to seven instead of 10 which was the original proposed number.
Out of three faculty members who declined the invitations to participate in the study, two gave their reasons and both were similar in nature: due to the student researcher’s position in the central administration, they did not feel comfortable discussing the curriculum transformation.

**Participant Demographic**

Of seven faculty participants, three were associate professors; two female and one male. Four professor-rank faculty were all male. Years of teaching at the institution ranged from 9 to 44 years. Teaching involvement in the new curriculum ranged from 3 to 19 hours. The participants unanimously responded that they had not received a formal education on teaching. “I had a very little guidance on it” (Faculty 3). “Not personally” (Faculty 6). “Through TA, very rudimentary training. Basically learning while doing it. Faculty gave some guidance. When I knew I was going to take this job here, I realized I needed to educate myself” (Faculty 5). However, all responded that they learned by role modeling. Faculty 5 described his training on teaching as “very rudimentary training through TA.” None of the faculty participants had an education degree; all them stated that they have attended seminars or workshops provided by the institution, their academic associations or other venues. Faculty 4 indicated that he continued to take online courses.

The table below summarizes participants’ background information:
Table 1
Background Information of Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Number of years teaching</th>
<th>Number of years teaching at the study institution</th>
<th>Received any formal trainings in teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty 7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection Procedures

First, the Human Subject Approval application was submitted. Upon approval, letters requesting participation in the study were emailed to twenty faculty members with a purpose of study. Consent forms were provided and obtained from each participant. Semi-structured interviews rather than focus groups were conducted “in order to encourage discussion of personal views” (Shaunessy-Dedrick, Suldo, Roth & Fefer, 2015, p. 117) and to avoid the formulation of responses with assistance from other participants (Bailey, 1987). Semi-structured interviews allowed the researcher to probe for more information and to clarify answers as needed. Interviews were recorded using a voice recorder with permission from each interviewee. The use of a voice recorder provided a detailed account of the participation of the interviewees and the researcher. Interviews occurred at the interviewees’ school. The date and time of the interviews were
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based on the interviewer’s and interviewees’ availability. The semi-structured interview took approximately 60 to 90 minutes. Notes were taken for observations that could not have been captured by voice recorder.

Transcription

Interviews were transcribed and verification of the transcription was conducted for accuracy. Riesman (1993) cautions that “different transcription conventions lead to and support different interpretations and ideological positions, and they ultimately create different worlds” (p. 13). The point Riesmann is making here is that the act of transcribing adds another layer of complexities, partiality, incompleteness, and selectivity. She uses photography to illustrate this point. Just like a photographer crops images reflect his or her aesthetic values and view, researchers in this stage are essentially creating meanings that fit their values. In this study, narratives attained from interviews were transcribed, and using the initial coding (Saldana, 2015), the researcher consciously highlighted pertinent points. Transcription was not as mechanical as it sounds; a word could have different meanings to different people. For instance, the usage of learner-centered or active learning in itself might have different connotation depends on experience, background, belief, and situation factors.

Data Analysis

This study was based on thematic analysis, as shown in Figure 3, which involves the identification of themes (Boyatzis, 1998; Creswell, 2012). Gallette (2013) states that “the analysis is ongoing, as you note thematic patterns emerging in the data” (p. 119). “In thematic analysis, the researcher focuses analytical techniques on searching through the
data for themes and patterns” (Glesne, 2016, p. 187). Initial coding gives an opportunity “to reflect deeply on the contents and nuances” of data (Saldana, 2015, p. 85.), and will be used to generate themes.

Figure 3. Thematic Codes and Categories (Galletta, 2013)

Qualitative coding allowed researchers to uncover relationships between various contexts; for instance, in this study, answers to each question (see Appendix A) were first coded separately; however, after initial coding, the interrelatedness of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations was analyzed to get an overall picture of faculty perspectives. The process of coding and categorization allowed the time and space to process, reflect, make meanings, create connections, and imagine the final write-up. To aid this process, Saldana (2015) suggests writing analytic memos as data gets coded in order to promote metathinking and to confront assumptions. This was achieved by revisiting the research purpose and questions, establishing connections with interviewees, reflecting on code schemes, writing and reflecting on emergent themes and their interrelatedness, considering the theoretical framework, and writing about any problems or ethical
dilemma encountered in the process. For the purpose of this study, the following coding categories were used:

Table 2
Coding Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrinsic Motivation</th>
<th>IM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Advantage</td>
<td>IM-RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>IM-CPB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>IM-CMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trialability</td>
<td>IM-TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability</td>
<td>IM-OB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extrinsic Motivation</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Innovation</td>
<td>EM-TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>EM-TI-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>EM-TI-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>EM-TI-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Channels</td>
<td>EM-CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of the Social System</td>
<td>EM-NSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of Change Agent’s Promotion Efforts</td>
<td>EM-CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best Practices</th>
<th>BP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Supporting Factors</th>
<th>OSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>OSF-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>OSF-P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Role of the Researcher**

Researchers’ perspectives, worldviews, and identities all influence one’s approach to research and interpretation. Researchers, according to Hertz (1997) are imposed at all stages of the research process—from the questions they ask to those they ignore, from who they study to who they ignore, from problem formulation to analysis, representation and writing—in order to produce less distorted accounts of the social worlds (p. viii).
Interview, in nature, is a process in which interviewees and interviewers co-create value. Researchers are embedded within the study and their own perspectives and views impact their interpretations (Creswell, 2003). In this paradigm, meaning-making occurs through human interaction, and interpretation is shaped by both participants and researchers as well as the act of analysis taking place throughout the process. As a researcher, it is crucial to accept the challenges of reflecting on the relevance of our stance, beliefs, and values in producing knowledge as “research is a product of the values of researchers and cannot be independent of them” (Mertens, 2010, p. 16). During narrative analysis, researchers must remain cognizant of subjectivity, complexities, and ambiguity of reality and examine the presence of their perspectives, biases, and interpretations at each stage. In each stage of this study—formulation of the purpose statement and research questions, selection of research methods, coding choices, the site, participants, and the creation of themes and conclusion, is exposed to subjectivity. For instance, the formulation of an interview question can have a major impact on setting the tone and direction of research. For instance, an interview question, “How do you see the role of teaching in a health science research university?” implicitly signified the divided roles of teachers and researchers, which could be suggestive to interviewees. Galletta (2013) suggests documenting such interference and to include it in the limitations of the research.
**Positionality**

Along with reflexivity, positionality offers additional layers of lenses to research process. Positionality is determined “by where one stands in relation to ‘the other’” (Merriam et al., 2001, p. 411). “Critically reflecting on positionality is an important aspect of the research process, but is also an aspect that helps us to respond to personal bias” (Gormally & Coburn, 2014, p. 877). This study was conducted at a northwest medical school where the student researcher had been working for the past seven years as a part of the administration team in the Office of the Dean, initially as a curriculum manager of education and student affairs office, subsequently as a manager of curriculum & student affairs. Merton’s (1972) defined insiders as “the members of specified groups and collectivities or occupants of specified social statuses” (p. 21). Interviewing medical education faculty at the institution where the student researcher carried benefits such as access. However, Gormally and Coburn (2014) cautions for “the potential for ‘insider complacency’, where assumptions of knowledge and/or understanding of the setting may occur, rather than seeing or interpreting what was actually present or reported through a more critical lens” (p. 879). The student researcher also was intimately involved in curriculum transformation at the institution from the initial workgroup, as a member of curriculum development team, and the initial year of operation as a staff member of the Dean’s Office. The positionality as a part of administration could potentially acted as hindrance for faculty to share their stories and perspectives if trust was not established between the interviewees and the student researcher. It was critical to acknowledge, carefully analyze and take into consideration of positionality using self-reflection.
Validity and Reliability

Validity in research can take many forms. Definitions Guba and Lincoln (1994) provide range from conventional benchmarks of rigor to trustworthiness and authenticity. In narrative analysis, researchers are concerned with the trustworthiness of interpretations. It is not within the role of researchers to validate truth. Riessman (1993) explains four ways to approach validity in narrative analysis: persuasiveness, correspondence, coherence, and pragmatic use.

“Persuasiveness is greatest when theoretical claims are supported with evidence from informants’ accounts and when alternative interpretations of the data are considered” (Riessman, 1993, p. 65). This does not guarantee validity as perceptions of findings are not constant or stable. Another way to increase validity is correspondence, which means to go back to consult with participants about interpretations and analysis. The third way to approach validity, according to Riessman (1993), is coherence means that the overall goal of narrator, what the narrator is trying to effect, and content all must share a sense of cohesiveness in order to show that the interpretation is more than ad hoc. Lastly, Riessman argues that researchers can provide information for readers to determine the trustworthiness of the study by providing “(a) describing how the interpretations were produced, (b) making visible what we did, (c) specifying how we accomplished successive transformation, and (d) making primary data available to other researchers”.
Ethical Issues

Participation

Glesne (2016) states that “if your questions identify issues of importance to interviewees, then interviewees will invariably both enjoy and find useful their roles as information providers” (p. 168). Krathwohl (2009) also states that the collaborative nature of the research study “gives [participants] increased feelings of self-worth” (p. 212). Throughout this study, participants were given multiple opportunities to opt out. On the day of interview, participants were asked whether or not they would like to withdraw from the interviews. Informed consent was obtained prior to each interview (see Appendix C), and participants was informed that at any given time, if they would like to terminate interviews, they could do so without any penalties or guilt. In this study, since some participants knew the student researcher, they could have felt compelled to continue with interviews. The student researcher paid special attention to interviewees’ facial expressions, gestures, and responses in an attempt to ensure that participants did not feel forced to complete the interviews.

Confidentiality

Confidentiality was maintained by using pseudonyms throughout and after the completion of the study. Krawthwohl (2009) argues that “confidentiality of data must be maintained so that individuals or institutions cannot be identified in ways that may be harmful or invite undesirable comparison” (p. 214). Pseudonyms were assigned to all participants including all faculty members who were invited. The data containing participant names and pseudonyms was kept in the student researcher’s workplace cloud.
storage space to which only the researcher had access. If a department’s name was
mentioned during the interview, it was de-identified as well.

Limitations

As with the majority of research, the design and findings of the current research
was subject to limitations. Samples size in this study was modified from ten to seven
faculty participants. Although a set of minimum number of participants is not defined in
the qualitative study as Patten (2002) suggests qualitative study seeks credibility rather
than representativeness, and the goal of the current study was not to generalize findings
but to gain deeper understanding on extrinsic and intrinsic motivation and perspectives
particular to the faculty participants’ situations and experiences, the student researcher
could have gained different perspectives from those faculty who expressed that they did
not feel conformable participating in the study. In addition to the number of participants,
as some researchers suggest significance of representation of genders in research
(Holdcroft, 2007), it should be noted that the majority of faculty participants were male;
only two females participated in the current study.

Another potential barrier to consider is the researcher’s prior knowledge, bias, and
relationship with participants. Researchers’ perceptions, experiences, and biases are
another potential issue. As Cortazzi (1993) states, “the teller is not the only person telling
the tale. The listener also shapes the story” (p. 21). How and what kind of questions are
asked shapes how subjects respond. Each listener creates his or her interpretation and the
telling is influenced by his or her reactions, questions, interests, and so forth. Moreover,
Riesmann (1993) points out that in telling about an experience, a teller also creates a
self—how he or she wants to be known by listeners. The process of telling is complex and involves multiple layers of ambiguity and selectivity. It is necessary to be cognizant of this interactive nature when constructing the interpretation and conclusion. The student researcher’s personal bias, perspective and experience could have affected interpretation of participants’ responses. Due to the nature of the type of research conducted, subjectivity cannot be eliminated including selection of interview questions, actual interaction during the interviews, to interpretation of interview contents. In addition, the student researcher worked in the central administration and was intimately involved in the curriculum transformation which could have affected the participant' responses. It could have inhibited truth telling by participants as some of the interview questions were directed to the central administration and could have been perceived as sensitive topics. Assumptions can be made some junior faculty may have not felt comfortable sharing their opinions in this context; hence providing socially acceptable answers. Having a neutral party who was not associated with the central administration may have been a better choice for the role of interviewer.

Narrative analysis is based on a postmodernist paradigm in which subjective epistemology is an underlining assumption. Moreover, as Cortazzi (1993) states the “analyst can never have access to all the knowledge for interpretation which participants themselves have” (p. 26). Riessman (1993) also shares this view. This could be seen as a limitation; however, as explained in the rationale section, through co-creation and meaning-making, researchers can make necessary adjustments to attain understanding. Researchers must also be aware of missing information. Although the study aimed to gain
deep understandings of the faculty perspectives, there had to be conscientious recognition of uncovered information. This fluidity was an essential part of narrative analysis.

Lastly, the study was done at a single medical education institution with a small purposeful random sampling of seven faculty participants. Although governed by the same accreditation entity, each medical educational institution has unique organizational, cultural and financial structures, hence applicability and utility of the findings from this study may be limited.

**Summary**

This narrative analysis was used to explore medical education faculty perspectives by conducting interviews as a means of collecting data. The current study aimed to examine faculty perspectives on and engagement with medical education curricular revisions. Specifically, the purpose of this study was to explore motivational factors, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that contributed to adopt changes who were the early adopters of the curriculum transformation at a northwest medical institution. Data was transcribed and coded using initial coding in order to derive themes and conduct a thematic analysis.
CHAPTER 4: Results and Analysis

The purpose of the study was to explore intrinsic and extrinsic factors that contribute to medical faculty engagement in curriculum transformation. According to the finding presented in the Association of American Medical Colleges website, over 84% of U.S. allopathic medical schools are in planning, implementing or have completed curriculum change: 34.7% reported that they were in the midst of planning stage, 30.6% reported that they were in the implementation stage and 19.1% reported curriculum change implementation had been completed in the past three years (AAMC, 2018). Faculty play a key role in all aspects of curriculum revision from development, implementation, and evaluation (Keating, 2014, Thomas, Kern, Hughes, & Chen, 2016); therefore, engagement from faculty is essential to curriculum transformation. With more than 80% of medical schools in various stages of curricular revision, gaining an in-depth understanding of motivational factors of faculty participation in curriculum transformation contributes to both current and future practices of medical education. This study specifically looked into what factors foster medical education faculty to adopt curriculum changes. It explored both intrinsic and extrinsic factors that contribute to medical faculty engagement in curriculum transformation.

This chapter is organized into three sections: intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, and overall findings and interpretation. The interview results will be categorized using Rogers’ model of intrinsic and extrinsic factors (Rogers, 2003). Rogers’ five perceived attributes of innovation (relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability) will be referenced to categorize intrinsic
motivation factors of the faculty participants. Relative advantage refers to the degree to which innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes. Compatibility refers to the degree to which innovation is perceived as compatible with existing values. Complexity refers to the degree that innovation is perceived as difficult to understand. Trialability refers to the degree in which innovation may be explored and tried without extended efforts. Lastly, observability is referred to the degree in which innovation is visible to others.

In addition to the five perceived attributes, four external factors, type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agent’s promotion effort will be used to describe factors that affect the rate of adoption. Rogers defined three types of innovation-decision. An optional innovation-decision allows each individual to take almost complete responsibility for making an adoptive decision, whereas collective innovation-decision seeks consensus among the members of a system. These types of innovation-decision usually take time, slowing down the rate of adoption. In contrast, an authority innovation-decision may produce the fastest rate of adoption since an individual has no say in the decision to adopt the innovation. The second factor, communication channels affect the rate of adoption. Rogers argues that a high level of communication channels affect the rate of adoption and communication through interpersonal channels, compared to the one through media, is more powerful. The third factor, nature of the social system either inhibits or accelerates the rate of innovation adoption. Lastly, Rogers argues that a change agent’s promotion effort affects the rate of adoption. A change agent tries to influence and steer an
individual or unit toward adopting new ideas. The roles of change agents range from developing needs for change, establishing rapport with individuals or units and motivating them, diagnosing problems, and stabilizing changed behaviors. The following segment will use Rogers (2003) five perceived attributes of innovation and four external factors to report and analyze the findings of the current study.

**Intrinsic Motivation**

**Relative Advantage**

The first attribute, *Relative Advantage* was used to analyze faculty participants’ perception of the curriculum transformation as improvements and would be advantageous to themselves, students and the program. Interview questions centered on their ideas of effective learning methods and whether or not they felt the direction of the curriculum transformation was beneficial.

Participants were asked about the benefits of incorporating the type of active learning methods and why it was better than traditional teaching methods such as simply giving a lecture. All seven faculty participants shared their thoughts on this. The faculty participants pointed out on benefits active learning methods have on learners. “People learn better when they have to apply information” (Faculty 3). This faculty used case-based scenarios to provide context to the basic science mechanism and fundamental knowledge. Faculty 7 described his experience with case-based learning as follows: “instead of memorizing, it forces students to think about why.” He described a pitfall of traditional lectures as follows:
What’s on the slide, gets tested and what gets tested then gets learned and what gets learned then put into practice. But that didn’t necessarily we weren’t certain that [learning] was actually taking place. And I can honestly tell you based on my own experience that was not taking place (Faculty 7).

Other faculty described as active learning as “I felt like it was a way for students to question their own understanding of a concept that I hoped that they would come out on the other end solidifying learning” (Faculty 1). Faculty 5 described his experience with clickers:

With clickers, I was very skeptical about it when I first heard about it. Doing a clicker session during the course of lectures, it is tricky. I can’t expect them to retain too much. My [clicker] questions are pretty simple, often times, it’s too simple. Sometimes the students for very good reasons will pick a different answer than I expected. And then we can talk about why that might be true, in some context. So we, it's a nice interactive tool.

The feedback I get is positive. In a way, [clicker questions] serve as positive reinforcement [to the students] (Faculty 5).

Other participants described the benefits it has on them as educators: “It challenges me to think about the content from different perspectives” (Faculty 6); “It’s fun! (Faculty 3).

As described above, the faculty participants perceived curriculum transformation and implementation of active learning methodologies to be advantageous. Although the faculty participants’ responses varied in terms of a beneficiary of the active learning
method, they were able to articulate their perceptions related to relative advantage. A similar concept of relative advantage is discussed in the Technology Acceptance Model which asserts the perceived usefulness of innovation affects its adoption (Davis, 1989). Davis argues that perception of the usefulness of innovation is essential; put differently, even if an innovative technology is easy to use, people are more likely to adopt the innovation if they perceive it as beneficial or advantageous. Both Davis and Rogers stress the importance of perceptions. In this sense, the interview results from this study suggest the faculty participants believed that the curriculum revision was advantageous over the preceding one. The attribute, relative advantage, is a key element in an adaptation of innovation as Rogers (2003) argues that it is one of the strongest predictors of rate of adoption. Another aspect to consider when reviewing the relative advantage is the concept of incremental innovation. “An incremental innovation (that is, non-preventive) innovation provides a desired outcome in the near-term future” (Rogers, 2003, p. 234). Although the current study did not specifically explore the concept, one could make assumptions that the faculty participants perceived that the designed consequences and benefits of adopting active learning methods to be near future.

**Compatibility**

The second attribute, Compatibility was used to examine the degree to which faculty participants’ pre-existing values were in line with the curriculum transformation. The participants were asked about the role of the basic science curriculum in medical education, the role of instructors, and whether or not they have had learner-centered education experience as a learner.
Not surprisingly, none of the seven participants responded having to have had learner-centered education experience as Faculty 1 described his educational experience “…one person standing up in front of the classroom and talking to a room full of people, and I’m taking notes and so totally traditional.” However, when asked about their perception of the role of an instructor, all provided similar responses that emphasized learning than teaching. “Instructors are there to facilitate learning but not necessarily deliver the knowledge” (Faculty 2). We are teaching students to teach themselves (Faculty 4). Faculty 5 highlighted not only teaching but ensuring attainment of knowledge.

The role of instructors is to figure out what the students need to know, figure out how to deliver the content in a way that they can understand and then do my best to make sure they understood. And anything that I do that helps those functions is good and anything that I do to get in the way of those functions is not” (Faculty 5).

Faculty 7 illustrated instructor’s role as a guide:

Making students excited about the topic itself. Most students have access to a much broader array of potential information in their textbooks. I provide perspective in what things at least I think are important in that broader array and so partly is to organize topics and concepts related to them that will be useful to them (Faculty 7).

Faculty 1 also explained his role as an instructor similarly to Faculty 7 but also pointed out the importance of knowing where learners are.
Provide a superstructure to help them categorize information. So the term I've used in the past is that I'm putting up the Christmas tree and they're gonna put the ornaments on. I don’t try to get too far in the weed. But it depends on where the learners are (Faculty 1).

Faculty 6 also explained putting a focus on learners: “the first thing is to put yourself in their place, so you are seeing from their perspectives, you’d align where they are, then you can lead.”

Faculty 3 shared her core belief in teaching.

It’s the difference between me going and saying I stood up there for an hour talk at the students and I did my job and saying we assess them and they actually understood my content. If the goal is for them to learn that is very different from the goal of having me teach (Faculty 3).

These comments demonstrate compatibility of values they hold to the essence of curriculum transformation which include shifting of faculty roles from traditional one where “the instructor feeds information to students in a lecture or PowerPoint slide presentation format” to “guides or facilitates student learning through direction to resources and stimulation of discussions” (O’Neil, Fisher, and Newbold, 2009). Despite the fact they all experienced teacher-centric education in their formal education through their K-12 to higher education, all seven participants expressed their belief that is incongruent with one teaching-learning fits all model.
**Complexity**

The third attribute, *Complexity* was used to explore the faculty participants’ perception of how difficult they deemed when adopting the changes in teaching methodologies.

The faculty participants were asked to describe learner-centered education and whether or not they have had formal training in active-learning methods.

When asked to describe what learner-centered education was to them, various answers were given except for Faculty 1 who answered that he did not know. Faculty 2 used the term, “meaningful changes in learners” to describe learner-centered education.

He also described issues with lectures as:

You don’t actually know that people have learned what it is that you thought that you taught them. So you can say the words and you can put it on the slides, but it doesn’t actually mean that it reaches the learners (Faculty 2).

Faculty 6 mentioned about an importance of placing a focus on learners and understanding of the audience’s knowledge level and needs.

How to focus on audience, their focus is different than yours. Meet people where they are. You might talk about the same subject but the delivery should be different. Instructors should be focused on teaching materials at the level of the students are engaged in (Faculty 6).

Faculty 7 shared a similar idea as Faculty 6 on learner-centered education. He stated he adjust his content based on each class.
As to whether or not they have had a formal training in active-learning methods, all responded with experiencing some level of training. Faculty 7 described the time he participated in the team-based learning workshop. “The workshop itself was done in a team-based model. We were given pre-workshop assignments and did individual and group…can’t remember what they are called…the quiz” (Faculty 7). Faculty 2 and 3 stated that they have attended various workshops.

Rogers (2003) asserts “any new idea may be classified on the complexity-simplicity continuum” (p. 257) and if innovation is perceived more toward the complexity spectrum, slow the adaptation. He uses diffusion of home computers to illustrates his point: at the beginning, only technically savvy hobbyists originally adopted home computers as the earliest model had a high-level of complexity that the general public simply did not understand. This caused a slow diffusion of home computers in the 1980s. Similarly, team-based learning was viewed by the faculty participants as too complex. Despite the administration’s efforts to provide faculty development opportunities to diffuse this particular type of active learning methodology, it did not result in widespread diffusion. However, most faculty participants were able to explain what learner-centered education means to them which is the essence of curriculum revision to change the needle from teacher-centric education to learner-centered one, Although verbalization of their understandings alone does not fully demonstrate whether or not the faculty participants viewed learner-centered education as less complex, it at least indicates they understood an essence of the concept.
Trialability

The fourth attribute, *Trialability* was used to examine whether or not the faculty participants felt they were able to try new learning methods on a much smaller scale. As Rogers (2003) pointed out, the perceived possibility of small-scale trials is critical in faculty to understand the potential benefits.

The faculty participants were asked if they tried using a simple, easy to implement active learning method when they started to implement.

Faculty 1 described his thought process when faced with implementing active learning and the creation of a concept map.

Active learning… I like the concept of it. But I couldn’t find the time, it was a matter of efficiency. There are so few hours in any giving course. To break up an hour into active learning, all sounded great but I didn’t have time to do it. I came up with a concept map as one of the ways to do it.

Faculty 3 recollected on the session that taught her a simple yet powerful educational technique and based on the workshop, she began implementing it:

Active learning doesn’t have to be a grand scale. What is called “think-pair-share”? So she did that with us and it was fantastic because she had a question up and she said I want you to partner with somebody and you want to think about what your answer is, you’re gonna turn to your partner, and you are gonna say I think it’s this or it’s that, and you have to put your money down before you get your answer and share your answer and commit to each other…It forces people to
say out loud what they think. I think the part that we have to explain your reason to your partner is where the learning happens (Faculty 3).

Faculty 2 shared about his experience in trying out basic but yet effective technique when delivering a didactic where he inserted two specific slides. The first one to state learning objectives and the last one to restate and reflect back what you learned.

Just the simple notion of it to the case example or emphasize why it is that it's clinically, whatever it is that you're learning that is clinically relevant, testing your learning objectives, teaching that material, and then re-reflecting back. So this is what you learned today it was brilliant (Faulty 2).

Additionally, he stated that he uses a lot of videos, films and sometimes have students read comics to reinforce the content area. Faculty 7 also used short clips from movies. But her reason was different from Faculty 2. “People learn differently. You can’t expect all of them to learn from reading, watching us talk at them for an hour.”

Rogers (2003) asserts “if an innovation can be designed so as to be tried more easily, it will have a more rapid rate of adoption” (p. 258). To this end, Bennett and Bennett (2003) conducted a study on the adaptation of instructional technology by faculty and concluded the importance of providing an opportunity to “test drive” innovations. In the preceding section, one of the faculty participants pointed out team-based learning active learning methodology. Clearly, one can argue a notion of trialability impeded adoption of team-based learning compared to other methods such as think-pair-share or utilization of video clips that were perceived as high on trialability.
Observability

The fifth and last attribute, *Observability*, was used to examine whether or not the faculty participants had opportunities to watch other faculty adopting new learning methodologies. Rogers (2003) argues that *Observability* affects the adoption of innovation.

The faculty participants were asked if there were any colleagues who were using active learning methods.

All seven faculty participants had experiences observing other faculty conducting lectures or workshops using active learning methods. Some experienced through observing other faculty teaching students while others experienced as students in active learning faculty development sessions. Faculty 7 recollected observing another faculty.

I watched how he taught biology, and he was a combination of very strict…but also he was very creative he would come to class and do funny little show-and-tells to get the student's imagination going, and he tried various different gimmick’s to try to get the students to see things in different ways, and I realized that was very effective that he was stepping away from just PowerPoints and very quickly, given the students humorous, but somewhat effective models to help them understand concepts (Faculty 7).

Faculty 6 sat in her colleague’s lecture where clicker questions were used. “I wanted to see how they worked in action. Every single one of the students was paying attention and participating...I realized this is powerful.”
Faculty 3 and 4 both attended faculty development where some of the active learning methods were demonstrated and took away different components and started incorporating them. Faculty 3 recalled the term she learned from the workshop, Primacy and Recency Effect. “People remember what was said at the very beginning and at the end and they can’t remember the middle exactly, and I was like, no wonder nobody gets what I’m saying. It was just mind-blowing.” Faculty 4 remembered the usage of a simple, yet powerful modality of case-based learning. “Instead of memorizing the fact, students can see the utilization.”

According to Rogers (2003), “the observability of an innovation, as perceived by members of a social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption (p. 258). Similarly, Parisot (1997) asserted peer observation to be one of the key motivational factors in the adoption of innovations. Observation can occur in an authentic environment or through faculty development workshops that use active learning methods. Perhaps a key factor she makes is the ability for potential adopters to observe peers “within the immediate sociocultural group” (p.10). In other words, observing a so-called educational expert delivering an active learning method may not have as effective influence as observing someone who is considered as peers who share similar traits, experiences, or values.

**Intrinsic Motivation Summary**

In this section, based on Rogers (2003) five attributes, the faculty participants’ intrinsic motivations were analyzed. As Rogers pointed out “getting a new idea adopted, even when it has an obvious advantage, is difficult” (p.1), the current study indicates
these five attributes interplay and explain the intrinsic motivation of the faculty participants who were identified as early adopters of the curriculum revision. All faculty participants perceived learner-centered education and active learning methodology to be beneficial and felt compatible with their existing values; however, in terms of their past education experience, all stated that they had teacher-centric education. The faculty participants’ answers varied when asked about what learner-centered education means to them, but the essence of their answers signified they clearly saw benefits of the curriculum revision and application of active learning methods. In terms of complexity and trialability, this study found that the active learning methods that were viewed as rather simple and easy to try were successfully adopted by the faculty participants while an active learning that was viewed as complex, hard to learn and implement, and time-consuming failed to diffuse despite the change agent’s promotional efforts. In regards to an attribute, observability, high visibility contributes to diffusion but if innovation is complex or potential adopters are unable to easily try on a small scale, this attribute alone would not diffuse adoption of the innovation. As aforementioned, the study found interconnectedness of the five attributes Rogers (2003) defined. In the next section, the other four variables he defined will be used to analyze extrinsic motivation factors.

**Extrinsic Motivators**

Rogers (2003) identified four external factors that affect the adaptation of innovation: type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agent’s promotion effort. In this section, the interview questions around extrinsic motivators will be examined.
**Type of Innovation-Decision**

Rogers (2003) describes three types of innovation-decision: *optional, collective* and *authority*. Interview questions were structured to discover the faculty participants’ perception of the curriculum transformation decision. Rogers argues that compared to *collective* and *authority* types, *optional* decision-making allows individuals to take responsibility in decision making, in turn, speeds up the rate of adoption.

One’s sense of control plays a crucial role in motivation, hence affecting the rate of adoption. This is true especially in the higher education institutions where faculty autonomy is viewed as a fundamental element (King & Boyatt, 2015). Lyness, Lurie, Ward, Mooney, and Lambert (2013) and Huun and Hughes (2014) also discuss the importance of autonomy in relation to faculty motivation in medical education.

The faculty participants in this study were asked about their perception of the curriculum revision, specifically on whether or not they felt pressured from organization, department or administration to change the ways they have been teaching or to participate in the curriculum revision. In addition, they were asked if they felt the curriculum revision initiative was top-down or consensus of faculty and administration.

Overwhelmingly, the faculty participants felt that the decision and initiative to revise curriculum came from the administration as Faculty 1 pointed out, “it wasn’t like a groundswell of faculty [who initiated the curriculum revision].” One faculty stated, “I still don’t know why we had to change the curriculum, maybe accreditation?” (Faculty 6). Faculty 5 stated,
The very first meeting we had, a question came up why we are considering revising the curriculum ‘cause we are doing so well. Great, we are doing well, let’s figure out what we are doing well and improve on it for better. Who can argue with that? And instead what happened was throw the baby out with the bathwater (Faculty 5).

However, when asked if they felt pressured to participate in the revision processes or teaching, they all agreed that there was no external pressure to participate from the central administration, their departments, or other organization as Faculty 5 put it, “I still saw this as my responsibility. I think it’s important. I can do well.” Faculty 6 stated, “you are never pressured to participate. I wanted to.” Faculty 2 summarized the transformation as “top-down inspiration with bottom-up efforts.” Faculty 6 shared her perspective on the top-down decision on the curriculum revision. “There has been a lot of suggestions from the top that I find them very productive. We as a teacher, we think we know everything. You have to be always open to learning something new.”

The findings in the current study is interesting and demonstrates complexity of medical education structure and organization; unlike most of higher education where teaching is a required component of faculty members, many faculty members at medical education entities may have options to participate as little as possible in teaching mission and dedicate their time in either clinical or research mission. Although the faculty participants’ responses allude to what Rogers describes as authority innovation-decision, the faculty participants were not forced to or pressured into participating in the new curriculum. Rogers (2003) describes the types of innovation decisions range to be a
continuum. In the case of the current study, authority and optional innovation-decisions both played a part.

**Communication Channels**

According to Rogers (2003), a high level of communication channels affects the rate of adoption. He describes communication through interpersonal channels, compared to the one through media, is more powerful. It is crucial to examine the way and processes as well as from what source the communication was delivered to the faculty participants in order to understand extrinsic motivators.

School-wide town hall and multiple Q&A sessions were held and both internal and external websites that explained the transformation was created at the time of curriculum revision. The faculty participants were asked what they remembered about the communication on the revision. They were asked whether they felt the reasons to revise the curriculum were clearly communicated to them, and how the change communicated.

The faculty participants’ answers varied. “No, no, I don’t know that I know the reason…I don’t remember what the discussion was. It would’ve been helpful to visit all departments…These are the sort of major structural change and why we need to make them” (Faculty 2). Faculty 7 attended the meeting where the role of faculty was discussed:

Well, I think the main changes that were communicated to me we had to do with the content and structure of the curriculum itself, we did not get for the most part, at least initially, we didn't get into the details. We got more into what the week
was gonna look like for the students, and what are relative, what our respective roles would be on in different settings (Faculty 7).

Faculty 2 remembered about the town hall where the curriculum revision was described as “ripping the bandage off fast is really important because otherwise, it will never happen.” Faculty 4 remembered getting the information from the website. Faculty 5 had many of his colleagues participated in the initial planning of curriculum revision; therefore, he had in-depth knowledge of process and progression which he described as horrid. Faculty 1 recollected about the meetings he attended:

Oh yeah, there were group meetings, and they started with a pretty general but most of the meetings that I remember, had more to do with content areas where we would have a teetering on the which level we were dealing with. It might be a room full of people who had a common interest in let's say renal disease. So we had people sometimes in the room we were also trying to negotiate with... there's a lot of negotiation for a time, the amounts of curricular time (Faculty 1).

The interview results illustrate what Bolman and Deal (2003) call winners and losers. The curriculum revision created opportunities but also created a sense of loss and disruption among some faculty members as Faculty 1 and 5 described. Interpersonal communication channels allow interactions between change agents and adopters as well as among adopters and others to “create and share information…to each a mutual understanding” (Rogers, 2003, p. 18). The communication channels can be utilized not only to share benefits of curriculum revision but also could inhibit people from adopting innovations depends on which side of the fence they are in. Bridges (2009) argues the
importance of managing an ending. He asserts that people must be allowed to reconcile their own personal endings and that the change agents are to recognize their losses and feelings and emotions that are associated with their losses. Management of endings is as important as the presentation of innovations. In addition, the interview discovered that the rationale for curriculum revision was unclear to some faculty members. To this end, Rogers (2003) suggests change agents assess the felt needs of clients which include carefully generating needs and using communication channels to disseminate.

**Nature of the Social System**

Although faculty autonomy is a fundamental component of the higher institution, faculty still are under constraint of what Rogers (2003) call *Norms*. *Norms* play a key role as it is viewed as behavioral standards that are shared by members of a social system.

The faculty participants were asked about the value of teaching in their departments and how they view the institution’s stance on the culture of innovation. All faculty participants agreed that their departments value teaching; however, all similarly agreed that the value placed was not as high as other priorities such as having a big grant. Faculty 5 stated that teaching was part of being faculty but regardless, he would do it “’cause it’s important.”

Faculty 7, when asked whether or not the institution has a culture of embracing changes, he responded as follows:

Some areas yes and some not. Changes are good. Productive changes, appropriate changes are good. Sometimes it’s difficult. You worry, but sometimes you have to make the decision and you live with the decision for a
short time and look at the outcome before you reject it. I think most of us are hostage to our own success. In it, we are always looking for perfection which becomes delusion and we can’t move forward. There is no such thing as perfection. Good and excellent should not be the enemy of perfection (Faculty 7).

According to Rogers (2003), “the social and communication structure of a system facilitates or impedes the diffusion of innovations in the system” (p. 37). In the current study, it was found that the social system in this institution had a baseline value system that was shared among the community. All faculty participants expressed their views that teaching is valued by their respective departments and the norms served as “a guide and standard” (p. 26) in participating in the curriculum revision as early adopters.

**Extent of Change Agent’s Promotion Efforts**

According to Rogers (2003), promotional efforts by a change agent influence an individual or unit adopting an innovation. The roles of change agents range from developing needs for change, establishing rapport with individuals or units and motivating them, diagnosing problems, and stabilizing changed behaviors (Rogers, 2003). The faculty participants were asked about the national- and institutional-level promotional efforts. Specifically, they were asked how external organizations influenced the change in medical education at our institution and how important the influence was. In addition, the questions around resources including faculty development opportunities were asked.

When asked about external organization, none of the participants was able to articulate its influence on the curriculum transformation at this institution. When
prompted about the grant from AMA, only one participant, Faculty 3, was able to recollect it. The interview results illustrate the void in knowledge and information among the faculty participants in terms of national-level promotional efforts.

As to faculty development sessions, Faculty 2 participated in the team-based learning workshop that was provided by the administration. He described the difficulty of team-based learning implementation. “I think like you’re either in or you’re not, or you have one track where this track’s gonna do team-based learning…It has to be all or nothing” (Faculty 2). Ultimately, he did not incorporate a team-based learning mechanism.

Faculty 3 suggested giving more targeted development opportunities where specific feedback is given to faculty lecturers. Similarly, Faculty 2 suggested getting feedback not only through teaching effectiveness evaluation students fill out but also from educators or peers to give feedback on active learning. Faculty 6 proposed,

I think from start to finish, just watching somebody walk-through from building even following their intellectual journey and they're sort of the practical journey. How do other people do it? I just think, building, you're building the hour that you're gonna spend with someone is really a key skill (Faculty 6).

Faculty 7 illustrated the importance of the big picture and feedback mechanism as a part of faculty development. “You see the small picture, this was your lecture, these are the questions that you wrote, this was how well people did on that topic. This is how well people are doing on the boards.”
The findings from this study suggest the faculty participants perceived the innovation at the study site as relatively a centralized rather than decentralized diffusion system. In a centralized diffusion system, communications occur top-down which heightens the role of change agents in dissemination of appropriate and sufficient information. Rogers (2003) stated depending on the nature of innovation and social system, hybrid diffusion system can be formed. The sentiments gathered from the interviews were that the faculty participants viewed the curriculum transformation as something that had to be done but combining centralized and decentralized diffusion models could have facilitated the change in a less confusing and threatening manner. In addition, promotional efforts to disseminate national trends and data to better establish a shared understanding and foundation for reasonings to change among change agents, early adopters and adopters could have lessened perception of top-down change.

**Extrinsic Motivation Summary**

In the preceding sections, extrinsic motivational factors were examined using four variables Rogers (2003) identified. Each variable contributes to the innovation diffusion process. Rogers asserted two distinctive structures: homophily and heterophily. Homophily is “the degree to which a pair of individuals who communicate are similar” (p. 305), and promotes effective communication but “can act as an invisible barrier to the flow of innovations within a system” (p. 306) whereas heterophily is “the degree to which pairs of individuals who interact are different in certain attributes” (p. 306) hence communication may cause dissonance as individuals do not share the same understanding, belief, values, and common meanings. The current study found a blend of
communication channels with both aspects from heterophily and homophily. In a heterophilious community, innovative ideas are encouraged whereas, in a homophilious one, stagnation may be embraced or tolerated. Faculty in higher education, especially in medicine are expected to advance the health of humans; in other words, they are expected to be innovative which corresponds with a characterization of heterophily. However, as described in Chapter 1, for over 100 years, medical education and its structure and delivery were relatively unchanged until recently which could indicate homophilious aspects of the community that harbors complacency. This poses challenges to change agents. Generally speaking, the findings from this study do not suggest an optimal approach to diffuse innovation in terms of extrinsic motivators. Although Rogers (2003) argues that authority innovation-decision type has the fastest rate of adoption of innovation, “authority decisions may be circumvented by members of a system during their implementation” (p. 29). In the current study, faculty viewed the curriculum revision decision type to be the authority, as evident in many of them unable to articulate the reasons behind the initiative to revise the curriculum. However, another layer to consider here is the fact not all faculty members in healthcare professional education entities are expected to or choosing to teach. In this sense, as previously discussed, the type of innovation-decision could be categorized as an optional one. In regards to the change agent’s promotion efforts, many attended faculty development workshops for active learning but there seemed a void in their knowledge concerning national-level efforts to transform medical education.
Summary of Interpretation of Findings

To answer the research question, what factors foster medical education faculty to revise their curriculum, the interview questions were organized using Rogers’ (2003) diffusion of innovations theory. For the purpose of this study, five perceived attributes of innovations: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability were used as foundations to categorize and understand the adoption of the curriculum revision. To examine extrinsic factors that affect the adoption of curriculum revision, four factors, the type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system, and extent of change agents’ promotional efforts were used as structures. In this section, extrinsic and intrinsic factors that influenced faculty to adopt curricular transformation, specifically learner-centered active learning pedagogy will be analyzed.

One of the four factors Rogers defined and used in this study as a part of extrinsic factors is the type of innovation-decision. When asked about the type of innovation-decision, all participants expressed that they felt the curriculum revision decision was a top-down decision which corresponds with Authority Innovation-Decision - innovation decision made by people in power. Rogers argues that this type of innovation type yields the fastest rate of adoption, but the underline assumption is that people who are adopting the innovation do not have a choice to refuse adoption. In the case of this study, faculty participants had the freedom and choice to participate or not to participate in the curriculum revision. In other words, each faculty had the autonomy to make his or her decision. During the interview, a couple of participants reflected on losing good teachers or described as “casualties.” As Rogers pointed out, with Authority Innovation-Decision,
compared to Optional Decision and Collective Decision, it produces a higher level of resistance. At the time of the curriculum revision, because of autonomy faculty members had, some of them simply decided not to participate. In this sense, to the faculty members who decided to not participate, although the type of innovation-decision was Authority, to them, the type of decision ultimately was Optional Innovation-Decision.

Communication channels and knowledge on a promotional effort by the change agent varied by the faculty participants. Some faculty participants had intimate knowledge of transformation including reasons behind it but others had a minimum insight. Some faculty participants felt congruent with the innovation and were fully on board with what they were hearing whereas the other felt his colleagues and what they had previously created were being disrespected and discarded. Some felt that there was a hidden agenda. Each faculty formed his/her opinion through town hall, small meetings, websites, and discussions with their colleagues. Their level of knowledge varied. Faculty development-wise, most faculty participants attended workshops. A simple yet effective active learning method such as think-pair-share which was used in the workshops was later adopted by the faculty participants. Their attitudes toward the curriculum revision and its process varied. Many faculty participants were not aware of the initiatives and involvement of national organizations. But in the end, regardless of communication channels and change agent’s promotional efforts, these seven faculty participants chose to adopt the curriculum revision as early adopters.

Another element that affects the rate of adoption surrounds around the nature of the social system. Whether or not their respective departments support the teaching
mission of the institution helps to create a norm within the departments. In most medical educational entities, there are three distinctive but correlated missions: education, patient care, and research. One can argue that education mission compared to the other two missions, yields the least incentive in terms of monetary value (Goulston, Oates, Shinfield, & Robinson, 2012; Jones & Korn, 1997). In this study, all participants stated that their departments value teaching. Although some felt that the importance of teaching could be perceived as secondary to either research or patient care mission depends on their departments, all felt that they had some level of autonomy in choosing to participate in an education mission of the university. The findings from this study suggest that departments are supportive of their faculty participating in an education mission and faculty feel they are supported in their decision to participate.

As to intrinsic motivation, Rogers’ five attributes were used to examine factors that influenced faculty to adopt curricular innovation. According to Rogers, innovation is more likely to be adopted when people believe that it yields some relative advantage. All faculty participants in this study expressed their views on the benefit of active learning modalities compared to didactic-centric teaching. Many described the benefits active learning has on learning: application of information; providing context; opportunity for learners to question their own understanding; and solidifying learning while others pointed out benefits to educators. For instance, one faculty stated that it allows her to think about the content from different perspectives. Faculty participants in this study clearly felt incorporating active learning methodologies was advantageous and beneficial to learners and/or to themselves.
The second attribute we examined was comparability. According to Rogers, innovation is more likely to be adopted if pre-existing values are in line with it. Although the faculty participants did not experience learner-centered education while they went through their formal education, when asked about the role of instructor, their descriptions were far from the teacher-centric view where delivery of content is the focus. One faculty participant stated the ultimate goal of education is to teach students to teach themselves. Although the faculty participants’ responses varied, they all embraced the idea of learner-centered education which was a core element of curriculum transformation. The belief that active learning is beneficial, accompanied by their preexisting values – comparability on learning and teaching seems to strengthen the faculty participants’ intrinsic motivation to adopt the curricular revision.

Along with relative advantage and comparability, complexity and trialability appear to have affected the faculty participants’ adoption of active learning methodologies. In terms of team-based learning, it was viewed as difficult and time-consuming to adopt whereas clicker questions and think-pair-share active learning methods were viewed as effective and easily implementable. Both think-pair-share and clicker questions were used by multiple faculty participants. They expressed one of the benefits of using clicker questions is gauging where learners are in terms of comprehension of a content area. In addition, the faculty participants expressed the benefit of anonymity that is afforded when students post their responses using clickers. Interestingly, one faculty stated that the anonymity aspect was the reason why she preferred a think-pair-share modality where it forces students to commit to their
responses and explain the reasons behind it. Although clicker questions are viewed as lower-end of the complexity spectrum, one faculty stated that he was unable to use clicker questions due to a technical issue where he used his laptop computer to present and was unable to display students’ responses. Along with complexity and trialability which contributed to the faculty participants’ intrinsic motivation to adopt active learning modalities, observability of active learning methods was noted by them. Seeing others use active learning modalities or for some of them experiencing it through workshops gave the faculty participants the effects of active learning methods has on learners. As one of the participants stated upon observing his colleague use clicker questions “every single one of the students was paying attention and participating...I realized this is powerful” (Faculty 6). As Rogers (2003) stated, visibility is crucial so observability can contribute to one’s degree of relative advantage. It should be noted that despite innovation is visible, a high degree of complexity and low level of trialability may negatively affect innovation adoption. Case in point, team-based learning that was a part of the focal of the curriculum revision failed to take off despite the administration’s effort to promote its implementation. As team-based learning workshops were held, many faculty participants witnessed and experienced its modality; however, unlike aforementioned clicker questions or think-pair-share, high complexity and low trialability of team-based learning resulted in not getting buy-in from the faculty members. Simply put, it was viewed as hard to use and implement.

Faculty development opportunity wise, opinions differed. Some felt that a more individualized approach, for instance, having opportunities to receive feedback on their
sessions from educational experts would benefit while others felt more of the generalized
group setting approach of faculty development would be helpful. Yet another felt having
a loop back mechanism would be helpful which include an evaluation by students but
also how well students performed on tests and exams.

In summary, when conducting curriculum overhaul, institutions must first review
norms and shared understanding among central administration, departments, and faculty.
In the case of the institution the current study was held, underlining of the success with
having motivated faculty participants in the new curriculum could be attributed to
existing shared values with teaching. Although not all faculty participants shared the
same understanding in regards to reasons behind the curriculum transformation,
ultimately this shared belief along with their own belief in learner-centered active
learning education motivated the faculty participants to partake as early adopters.
Providing faculty development opportunities that are preferably conducted by their peers
who champion a simple and efficient yet effective active learning method is an effectual
way to permeate transformational efforts. The delivery of faculty development can be as
simple as giving faculty members an opportunity to observe classroom to holding
workshops using an active learning method.
CHAPTER 5: Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to examine faculty perspectives on and engagement with medical education curricular revisions, specifically to explore motivational factors, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that contributed to adopting changes who are the early adopters of the curriculum transformation at a northwest medical institution. Qualitative research was conducted at one of the northwest comprehensive health science education institutions. Seven faculty were interviewed. Interview questions were established and coded using Rogers (2003) diffusion of innovation model. This chapter contains a summary of findings, implications and recommendations, suggestions for future research, and conclusion.

Summary of Findings

Extrinsic Factors

The first research question this study explored is extrinsic factors that influenced the faculty participants to adopt curricular transformation, specifically learner-centered active learning pedagogy. In this study, Rogers (2003) four factors, type of innovation-decision, communication channels, nature of the social system and extent of change agent’s promotion efforts were used to analyze the faculty participants’ extrinsic motivational factors. The current study found that the faculty participants perceived the curriculum transformation initiative to be an authority innovation-decision type where “adopting induvial has no influence in the innovation-decision” (p. 29). This was evident through the faculty participants’ comments such as “it wasn’t like a groundswell of faculty” (Faculty 1) and “I still don’t know why we had to change the curriculum”
(Faculty 6). From the comments shared by the faculty participants, one may conclude that the faculty participants had no options but to adopt the innovation; however, all had options to participate or not to participate. In this sense, the decision type was inclined more toward optional decisions on a continuum. Although the faculty participants’ departments embraced teaching, as one faculty pointed out that other pillars of the university such as research and patient care missions are weighed relatively heavier than the education mission. The above comments also indicate the change agent’s promotion efforts including communications were not received by the faculty participants. Faculty development opportunities provided by the change agent seemed to help the faculty participants’ views on active learning and in some cases, directly helped them to adopt new active learning methods. Among extrinsic factors that were examined in detail in this study, departmental norms that value teaching and faculty development opportunities seemed to have a positive effect on extrinsic motivations.

**Intrinsic Factors**

The second research question asked intrinsic factors that influenced the faculty participants to adopt curricular transformation, specifically learner-centered active learning pedagogy. All five attributes Rogers (2003) identified appeared to have factored in the faculty participants’ decisions to participate in the adoption of the curriculum transformation to some extent. Although Rogers surmised that “relative advantage and compatibility are particularly important in explaining an innovation’s rate of adoption (p. 17), the current study found that a combination of complexity, complexity, and observability appeared to have affected in their decisions to participate in the curriculum
transformation along with relative advantage and compatibility. Both Davis (1989) and Rogers asserted that perception of benefits and usefulness of innovation is essential to the adoption of innovation. To this point, all faculty participants in this study articulated their views on relative advantage. Some participants expressed that learner-centered active learning methods to be beneficial to students’ learning such as application of information, solidifying understanding, positive reinforcement, and memorization to metacognition. Two faculty participants stated benefits it has on them as educators: challenges them and simply put, fun. Knowing where learners are in terms of their understanding as educators were also pointed out during the interviews. In regard to the three attributes, complexity, trialability, and observability, the current study indicates the simplicity of active learning method including ease of trial were important factors. In addition, the point Rogers (2003) made in regards to importance of interpersonal communication with near peers about an innovation was evident in this study in terms of observability where the faculty participants shared their experiences observing others like them (near peers) teaching using active learning methods which seemed to contribute to them adopting innovation.

**Best Practices**

The third research question asked about the best practices of learner-centered active learning methods. Case-based learning, concept map, video clips, think-pair-share, chunking methods, stating objectives, teach, then restate what was covered, and incorporating clicker questions were shared by the faculty participants. They found these active learning methodologies to be simple yet effective. As faculty are all pressed with their time, it was extremely hard for them to learn and utilize team-based learning
methods despite the change agent’s efforts in delivering numerous faculty development sessions on it. One thing to note is the need for the central administration to provide ample technical support. Despite the ease of use of clicker questions, one faculty notes the technical difficulty he faced which could have addressed by the administration.

**Organizational Support**

The fourth and last research question asked for the faculty participants’ suggestions as organizational supporting factors for curricular transformation. In general, the faculty participants enjoyed and valued group-setting faculty development opportunities. However, a faculty participant suggested having more tailored, individual, feedback-based faculty development. Just as learners wish to receive feedback to identify an area of deficiencies in order to improve their performance, so as faculty members. Having a loop back mechanism where faculty members can obtain not only student feedback on a session but also how well students performed in tests and quizzes on the content area taught by the faculty would be helpful. As there are so many educators involved in a course, each teacher does not see the overall performance of students as well as where his/her session fits in an overall big picture of medical education. Having access to a big picture help faculty members understand where learners are in terms of knowledge and understanding of content areas. While providing faculty development opportunities to further promote and share best practices of active learning, the administration also should place a focus on making a platform or data on a big picture accessible to faculty members.
Implications and Recommendations to Change Agents

As noted previously, over 84% of U.S. allopathic medical schools are in planning, implementing, or completed curriculum change. Faculty play crucial role in curriculum revision. Successful planning and implementation of a new curriculum affect many lives including faculty, students, and administration, but ultimately down the road, patients. The current study explored intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors of faculty members who were identified as early adopters of the transformed curriculum. Uncovering factors associated with the adoption of the new curriculum by these early adopters sheds light on faculty perspectives and findings can be used by other medical schools that are planning or undergoing curriculum revisions to facilitate transitions.

Recommendation 1: Transition Management and Communication

Although there is no right and wrong way to conduct curriculum revision, an initiator of change must acknowledge a sense of loss for the ending of the preceding curriculum and create an opportunity for bilateral communication for faculty members to express their losses. The change agents must examine potential consequences of curriculum revision and identify “winners and losers” (Bolman and Deal, 2003) in order to anticipate conflict and its impact. In a case of large-scale curriculum transformation, the change agent, not only must consider the impact of the change on individual faculty but also consequences it may have on an organization’s culture, shared value and norm. As in learner-centered education where one-size does not fit all, transition management is highly depended on each organization. If possible, creating an opportunity to form a community of interested members and invite the change to emerge from the community
rather than top-down, pre-planned strategy would contribute to a positive and “a significant impact on the relational culture” (Cottingham et al, 2013). This point is similarly illustrated by Rogers (2003) as well.

Change agents may seek to generate needs among their clients, but this must be done carefully or else the felt needs upon which a diffusion campaign is based may be a reflection only of the change agent’s needs, rather than those of clients. Thus, one dimension of compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as meeting the needs of the client system. When felt needs are met, a faster rate of adoption usually occurs (p. 246).

According to Rogers, communication is a process that creates and shares information to reach a mutual understanding. Shared vision is one of the key components of successful planning and implementation of curriculum transformation. The findings from this study suggest the faculty participants were aware of the goals of curriculum transformation but many could not articulate the reasons behind the changes which created some level of distrust toward the administration as illustrated in the comments such as “throwing the baby out with bath water.” In addition, many participants were not aware of the national movement and involvement. Administration (or change agents) must engage faculty members by both mass and interpersonal communications early on in part to apprise them of any signs of progresses and pertinent information but more importantly, to create purposeful, shared felt needs. Administrations should never assume faculty members share information with which they may have access. Providing a big picture including national trends and movements while clearly stating institution-specific
reasoning behind the change using an evidence-based approach, over communicating processes and progress, and providing opportunities for faculty members to express their concerns are keys to a successful implementation of curricular change.

**Recommendation 2: Identification of Early Adopters**

The faculty participants in the current study believed that the curriculum transformation, specifically the implementation of active learning methods, was beneficial. This was demonstrated by comments such as “people learn better when they have to apply information” (Faculty 3) and “instead of memorizing, [active learning] forces students to think about why” (Faculty 7). This study found that identifying faculty who perceive the curriculum revision to be better than the one it supersedes (relative advantage) and consistent with their existing values (compatibility) are key elements to a successful implementation of curriculum revision.

Faculty in this group can provide communication channels to other faculty members as Rogers (2003) asserts that “more effective communication occurs when two or more individuals are homophilous” (p. 19) and those individuals evaluate an innovation “based on the subjective evaluations of the innovations conveyed to them by others like themselves (peers)” (p. 247). Institutions can identify faculty in this group first through tracking attendance of informational sessions and faculty development opportunities and approach them on individual bases to gauge their pre-existing values toward teaching.
Recommendation 3: Faculty Development

Providing timely and relevant faculty development is a part of the successful adaptation of curriculum revision. As in the case of the current study, faculty development should be based on the needs of faculty and must be applicable and engaging. It should allow collaboration among participants to create camaraderie and shared goals while capitalizing on each faculty participant’s expertise and experience. Complexity potentially can slow down the process. As the finding from this study suggests, simplicity and trialability of active learning methodologies were found to be essential to faculty motivation to implement them. It is crucial that faculty development is designed to demonstrate and highlight the ease of usage and simplicity of innovations.

In addition to creating and delivering faculty development that is applicable, engaging, and simple, the change agent should pay close attention to observability and choose faculty development delivery carefully as Rogers (2003) and Parisot (1997) assert the importance of observability of innovation among their immediate sociocultural group – peer group. Rather than hiring educational experts who are not considered as “peer group” of faculty members, having them observe their peers who deliver effective active learning can be a powerful faculty development tool. Moreover, post-curriculum revision faculty development must include a plan for structural way to highlight best practices and celebrate accomplishments.

Future Research

This study explored intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors surrounding medical faculty engagement in curricular revisions. Although this study was conducted at
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one institution with a relatively small number of participants, the findings are important as it sheds light on faculty perspectives that are oftentimes underrepresented in the literature. This section covers potential areas for future research within medical education, surrounding the curriculum innovation and its impact on faculty including motivational factors and change management.

In this study, an intrinsic factor, the relative advantage was found to be an important factor that influenced the adoption of an innovation. However, the study did not investigate the concept of incremental innovation (Rogers 2003). Further research should include faculty perception on curriculum revision and their views on the desired outcome.

To continue to understand curriculum revision implementation at the study site, further study should include interviewing faculty members who fit into other adopter categories such as early majority, late majority, and laggards in order to explore their perceptions which may uncover areas of concern and implications. The comparison between various adopter categories would provide the change agent deeper understanding of the faculty members’ views and potentially create a strategic plan to address any issues that are currently suppressed.

Qualitative studies at other medical educational institutions would extend understanding of motivational factors and share best practices surrounding active learning methodologies that are relevant to medical education and development of effective faculty development offerings. In this study, faculty members who were identified as early adopters were interviewed. The future research should explore other adopter
categories to find similarities and differences in motivational factors among them in order to offer institutions planning to overhaul or revise curriculum diverse perspectives. In addition, in the current study, structural characteristics related to organizational innovativeness were not investigated. The future research should explore the characteristics of an organization such as centralization, complexity, formalization, interconnectedness, organizational slack (Rogers, 2003) at each research study site.

Conclusion

The United States has the highest health expenditures as a percentage of gross domestic product compared to other industrial nations while health life expectancy at birth is at the lowest and both maternity mortality ratio and under-five mortality rate are at the highest (World Health Statistics, 2019). Medical communities at both national and local levels are responding to this dire state by rethinking various facets of the healthcare system and delivery. In part, in the interest of improving the health-care system, national organizations such as the American Medical Association (AMA) and Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) called for a transformation in medical education. They recognize that medical education is only a piece of the puzzle but yet an important one in order to train future physicians and leaders in the field who not only are equipped to deliver excellent patient care but also to improve the future state of the nation’s healthcare. Such changes include the implementation of competency-based education and active learning and adding emerging science content areas such as health systems science or patient safety.
In response, many U.S. medical schools have completed or undergoing curriculum transformation. Curriculum transformation requires faculty participation as they play key roles in all aspects of curriculum revision from development, implementation, and evaluation (Keating, 2014, Thomas, Kern, Hughes, & Chen, 2016); therefore, engagement from faculty is essential to curriculum transformation. In addition, many literatures suggest faculty have a direct influence on students’ success and motivation (Hendrickson and Lane, 2013, Kuh, 2008, Sogunro, 2015, Tinto, 1993, Williams and Williams, 2011). But today’s medical education faculty face significant pressure to improve their productivities in clinical and/or research missions. Yet, there are faculty who have risen to the challenges as early adaptors of a new curriculum, taking on roles in implementation new pedagogical approaches to their instruction to promote learner-centered curriculum. Uncovering factors associated with adoption of the new curriculum by faculty shed light on their perspectives. To this end, based on the diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers, 2003), this study examined extrinsic and intrinsic motivational factors that foster medical education faculty to adopt curriculum transformation, specifically learner-centered active learning methodologies. Intrinsic motivational factors such as relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability all found to have contributed to faculty participants’ motivation to partake in curriculum revision. It is interesting to note that none of the faculty participants had learner-centered education through their formal education but all felt congruent with the concept and seemed to have a good grasp of what the role of teachers ought to be. It is important to note that intrinsic motivation played a key role in the
faculty participants to decision to adopt changes. Their pre-existing belief and understanding of the role of teachers pointed to support the change and their desire to incorporate active learning methods. However, the study found that limitations existed when it comes to a type of active learning methodologies. Despite the change agent’s promotional efforts, an active learning method that was perceived as complex and difficult to implement failed to be adopted by the faculty. Simple, easy to try, and observable active learning methodologies, such as clicker questions, concept maps, and think-pair-share were adopted. The Overall findings suggest that five intrinsic motivational factors interrelatedly contributed their decision to participate in the curriculum revision. The current study also examined extrinsic motivational factors. As discussed, most of the faculty participants were not aware of national initiatives or the reasons behind the curriculum revision. As to the type of innovation-decision, although the faculty participants felt that the curriculum revision initiative was top-down, they had the autonomy to participate or not. Another element of extrinsic motivational factors Rogers (2003) discusses is the social system. The current study found that the social system in this institution valued teaching and it was shared amongst the faculty participants’ respective departments which in turn fostered the norms that seemed to affect the faculty participants’ decision to participate in the curriculum transformation.

In conclusion, the study found that intrinsic motivation factors, specifically congruence of the innovation with their pre-existing belief played a key role in the faculty participants’ motivation to participate in the new curriculum and adopt learner-centered active learning methods. In addition, the simplicity of the active learning methods was
found to be a motivational factor contrary to the one that was perceived as too complex, time-consuming and difficult to implement despite the administration’s effort to provide faculty development. The study also found that norms and attitudes toward teaching missions within their respective departments contributed to the faculty participants’ motivation to participate in the curriculum revision. The findings from this study can be used by other medical schools that are planning or undergoing curriculum revisions to facilitate transitions.
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Appendix A: Development of Interview Questions

**Background Information:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How long have you been teaching?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of that time, how long have you been teaching at this institution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did you learn how to teach? Did you receive any formal training in teaching?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overall Motivation Question:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What motivated you to become involved in the curricular revision?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you engage voluntarily or feel pressured to do so?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were there professional motivators or supporters?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were there personal motivators?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you feel it would be successful (well received by learners and able to achieve session objectives)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pedagogical Question:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you please describe the changes that you made to your teaching as part of the new curriculum?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were these changes primarily your own strategies or did you receive guidance on what to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are these changes aligned with (connected to) any educational theories or pedagogical concepts? Or, professional association approaches for teaching and learning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What elements do you think worked best? How do you know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What elements do you think were least effective? How do you know?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What future or additional changes do you plan to make to your sessions?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adaptation of Rogers’ Model:**

**Intrinsic Factors:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Attributes of Innovations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the benefits of incorporating the type of learning methods you just described?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is it better than traditional teaching methods, such as simply to lecture for an hour?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you see any advantage of curriculum revision?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you find the curriculum revision to be compatible with your belief?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you tested?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compatibility</th>
<th>What are other colleagues doing?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the past century, medical education has based its foundation on Flexner’s report, which placed importance on basic science curriculum. As many medical schools are going through curricula revisions, how do you see the role of basic science curriculum in medical education?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have you had learner-centered educational experience as a learner?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can you describe your idea about the role of an instructor?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Can you describe what learner-centered education is to you?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have you had formal training in active-learning methods?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do you have any pedagogical approaches you are planning to implement in the near future?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trialability</th>
<th>When you started to implement active learning methods, did you first try out something simple, easy to implement?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observability</th>
<th>Were there any colleagues who were conducting active learning?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Extrinsic Factors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Innovation-Decision (Optional, Collective, or Authority)</th>
<th>Do you feel that the initiatives to revise curriculum were top-down or consensus of faculty and administration?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did you feel any pressure from organization to change the way you have been doing or to participate in curricular revision?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Was there any pressure from your department or administration to change the way you teach?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Channels</th>
<th>Back in the summer of 2014, when the new curriculum was implemented, how was the change communicated to you? Was it through your colleagues, through town hall, faculty news feed, etc.?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Were the reasons to change the curriculum clearly communicated to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How would you describe the communication process and channels in the institution?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How would you describe the communication process and channels in your department?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of the Social System</th>
<th>How do you see the role of teaching in a health science university?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is teaching valued in your department?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are there any incentives to teach, for example, FTE, monetary incentives, or status as a teacher?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As an institution, do you feel we have a culture that embraces innovation when it comes to teaching?

How have external organizations such as AAMC, ACGME, and AMA influenced the change in medical education at our institution? How important is that influence?

What kind of faculty development, if any, did you receive?

What resources, if any, were available to you in order to implement new pedagogical methods?

What kind of faculty development do you suggest would be helpful to you?

What are the things administration could do to promote changes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent of Change</th>
<th>Agent’s Promotion Efforts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As an institution, do you feel we have a culture that embraces innovation when it comes to teaching?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How have external organizations such as AAMC, ACGME, and AMA influenced the change in medical education at our institution? How important is that influence?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kind of faculty development, if any, did you receive?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What resources, if any, were available to you in order to implement new pedagogical methods?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kind of faculty development do you suggest would be helpful to you?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the things administration could do to promote changes?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. How long have you been teaching?
2. Of that time, how long have you been teaching at this institution?
3. How did you learn how to teach?
   - Probe: Did you receive any formal training in teaching?
4. Can you describe what learner-centered education is to you?
5. Have you had learner-centered educational experience as a learner?
6. Can you describe your idea about the role of an instructor?
7. Back in the summer of 2014, when the new curriculum was implemented, how was the change communicated to you? Was it through your colleagues, through town hall, faculty news feed, etc.?
8. Were the reasons to change the curriculum clearly communicated to you?
9. How would you describe the communication process and channels in the institution?
10. How would you describe the communication process and channels in your department?
11. What motivated you to become involved in the curricular revision?
   - Probes:
     - Did you engage voluntarily or feel pressured to do so?
     - Were there professional motivators or supporters?
     - Were there personal motivators?
12. Do you feel that the initiatives to revise curriculum were top-down or consensus of faculty and administration?
13. Was there any pressure from your department or administration to change the way you teach?
14. Have you had formal training in active-learning methods?
15. Would you please describe the changes that you made to your sessions as part of the new curriculum?
   - Probes:
     - Were these changes primarily your own strategies or did you receive guidance on what to do?
     - Are these changes aligned with (connected to) any educational theories or pedagogical concepts? Or, professional association approaches for teaching and learning?
     - What elements do you think worked best? How do you know?
     - What elements do you think were least effective? How do you know?
     - What future or additional changes do you plan to make to your sessions?
     - Do you have any pedagogical approaches you are planning to implement in the near future?
16. Did you feel it would be successful (well received by learners and able to achieve session objectives)?
17. When you started to implement active learning methods, did you first try out something simple, easy to implement?

18. Were there any colleagues who were conducting active learning?

19. What are the benefits of incorporating the type of learning methods you just described?

20. Why is it better than traditional teaching methods, such as simply to lecture for an hour?

21. What kind of faculty development, if any, did you receive?

22. What resources, if any, were available to you in order to implement new pedagogical methods?

23. For the past century, medical education has based its foundation on Flexner’s report, which placed importance on basic science curriculum. As many medical schools are going through curricula revisions, how do you see the role of basic science curriculum in medical education?

24. How have external organizations such as AAMC, ACGME, and AMA influenced the change in medical education at our institution? How important is that influence?

25. How do you see the role of teaching in a health science university?

26. Is teaching valued in your department?
   - Probe: Are there any incentives to teach, for example, FTE, monetary incentives, or status as a teacher?

27. As an institution, do you feel we have a culture that embraces innovation when it comes to teaching?

28. What kind of faculty development do you suggest would be helpful to you?

29. What are the things administration could do to promote changes?
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